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Splicing is an essential step in gene expression, and modulators often target the process 

of splicing to regulate sets of genes. Furthermore, splicing is intricately coordinated with 

other co-transcriptional processes including transcription elongation, cleavage, and 

termination. These processes are, in turn, dependent on splicing as evident by the increased 

transcriptional output of a gene when an intron is inserted. My PhD work has focused on 

investigating the coordination between splicing and transcription from several different 

angles. To do so, I use advanced sequencing technologies to capture single molecules of 

RNA while they are actively being synthesized (nascent RNA). These technologies include 

1) Illumina short-read sequencing which uses a fluorescent sequencing-by-synthesis 

approach and 2) Oxford Nanopore Technologies long-read sequencing which directly 

identifies the oligonucleotide base by detecting fluctuations in electric in current as the 

oligonucleotide passes through a nanopore. Methods development was a large component 

of my thesis work, as both techniques that I employed required optimization.  

Previously, our lab identified extensive heterogeneity of splicing kinetics in budding 

yeast. My investigation of how splicing is coordinated with other transcriptional processes 

capitalized on this heterogeneity to train a computational model for the identification of 

gene-specific splicing regulators. Splicing kinetics were first measured with great precision 

by two previous graduate students from our lab, who developed a new technique calling 
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Single Molecule Intron Tracking or SMIT. This technique uses paired-end Illumina 

sequencing to sequence both ends of nascent RNA, recording both the splicing status of 

the molecule and the position of RNA Polymerase II (Pol II). They then computed the 

fraction spliced of each intron as a function of Pol II position and observed the nascent 

RNA progress from unspliced to spliced as Pol II elongates. The observed heterogeneity 

in splicing kinetics exceeded expectations of the relatively simple yeast genome. A 

machine learning model was trained to use gene-specific features present at each locus 

(such as RNA binding proteins, histone modifications, Pol II density, etc.) to predict 

splicing kinetic parameters. A number of features were identified as strong predictors of 

co-transcriptional splicing. I disrupted these features using either genetic deletions or 

depletions and performed SMIT in this context to observe what effect the protein was 

having on splicing kinetics. Many of the predicted proteins had no specific effect on 

splicing kinetics, pointing to the resilient nature of splicing. Intriguingly, a conserved 

polyA binding protein, Nab2, was found to play a previously undocumented role in proper 

cleavage and termination of nascent RNA transcripts, and we show how perturbance of 

this 3′ end processing results in changes to co-transcriptional splicing of nearby genes.  

Furthermore, I discovered that failure to splice co-transcriptionally is tightly correlated 

with transcriptional readthrough of the same gene in budding yeast. During the course of 

the SMIT assays, a strong correlation was observed between the failure of an RNA 

molecule to splice and the failure to cleave at the 3′ end of the gene. RNA cleavage 

promotes proper Pol II termination at the polyadenylation site, and when this cleavage does 

not occur the polymerase continues transcribing downstream of the gene and can continue 

reading through downstream genes. I became interested in determining whether failure to 
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splice or cleave was determinant of the other. Is failing to splice sufficient to cause failure 

of cleavage? I targeted several components of both the splicing and cleavage machinery in 

yeast for degradation using an auxin-mediated degron tag. After depleting my targets, I 

sequenced the nascent RNA on the Nanopore long read sequencing platform. I found that 

inhibition of splicing does indeed inhibit cleavage, a finding that will alter our 

understanding of how co-transcriptional splicing impacts gene expression. Additionally, I 

discovered that failure to cleave does not inhibit splicing of the upstream intron, but an 

overall splicing defect is observed in cleavage-deficient strains because introns present 

downstream of the failed cleavage site often go unspliced more than their properly initiated 

counterparts, agreeing with my earlier reports of Nab2.  

Overall, my thesis has addressed the coordination between transcription in splicing 

using both an unbiased machine-learning based approach and a targeted, observation 

driven strategy. I found Nab2 to be a key regulator of splicing and cleavage, and I 

discovered that splicing can directly impact the fidelity of 3′ end processing. I have 

identified new ways in which splicing and transcription are intimately associated and my 

findings will help further our understanding of how gene expression is achieved. 
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1. Introduction 
Portions of this chapter have been modified from previously published works: 

Alpert T, Herzel L, Neugebauer KM (2016) Perfect timing: splicing and transcription rates 

in living cells. Wiley Interdiscip Rev RNA.  

Herzel L, Ottoz DSM, Alpert T, Neugebauer KM (2017) Splicing and transcription touch 

base: co-transcriptional spliceosome assembly and function. Nature Rev Mol Cell Biol 18, 

637-650.  

Efficiency of cellular processes is key to survival in an ever-changing environment. 

For a cell to survive and proliferate, it must coordinate the production of RNAs and proteins 

that are relevant in that moment of time. Producing a translation-competent RNA involves 

accessing the DNA, initiating transcription of a given gene, editing that transcript through 

splicing, cleaving the nascent RNA, terminating transcription, adding untemplated 

adenosine nucleotides to the 3′ end, and exporting it to the cytoplasm. This is a large 

energetic undertaking for the cell and mistakes in any process lead to waste and potentially 

disease. Thus, regulation and coordination of these processes must be tightly controlled.  

Pre-mRNA splicing plays a central role in gene expression. Splicing is the removal of 

non-coding intronic sequences from pre-mRNA and the subsequent ligation of the coding 

exons that surround it. This two-step transesterification reaction is carried out by a 

megadalton RNA-based machine called the spliceosome (Plaschka et al., 2019; Wahl et 

al., 2009). The spliceosome is comprised of five small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) each bound 

to a set of proteins ultimately forming small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs). Ordered 

and step-wise assembly of snRNPs must occur de novo on every intron and is a significant 
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commitment of energy and resources for the cell. My thesis is dedicated to investigating 

the coordination between pre-mRNA splicing and other nuclear gene expression pathways. 

Before this investigation can begin, it is crucial to understand how quickly splicing occurs 

after RNA synthesis because this is the window in which regulation of splicing can occur. 

This topic has been the subject of immense study for decades in the field of splicing. The 

majority of splicing occurs simultaneously with transcription, or co-transcriptionally. 75% 

of introns in Saccharomyces cerevisiae are removed co-transcriptionally, and the values 

are similar in other organisms such as fly (83%) and human (74-85%) (Ameur et al., 2011; 

Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2010; Khodor et al., 2011, 2012; Tilgner et al., 2012). The 

following section will show evidence that the spliceosome is physically close to RNA 

polymerase II when splicing occurs, highlighting that these processes are closely related.  

 Measuring the rate of splicing 

An important step towards understanding gene regulation is measuring the time 

necessary for the completion of individual steps. Measurement of reaction rates can reveal 

potential nodes for regulation. Since the 1980s, numerous model systems and approaches 

have been used to determine the precise timing of splicing in vivo. Because splicing can be 

co-transcriptional, the position of Pol II when splicing is detected has been used as a proxy 

for time by some groups, including ours. In addition to these “distance-based” 

measurements, “time-based” measurements have been possible through live cell imaging, 

metabolic labeling of RNA, and gene induction. Yet splicing rates can be include the time 

it takes for transcription, spliceosome assembly and spliceosome disassembly. The variety 

of assays and systems used has, perhaps not surprisingly, led to reports of widely differing 

splicing rates in vivo. In this section, I will summarize the monumental effort made by the 
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field over the previous decades to answer the pressing question of when does splicing 

happen.  

 Classic distance-based measures of splicing progression 

Historically, co-transcriptional splicing was discovered and measured by analyzing 

electron micrographs of chromatin spreads (Osheim et al., 1985). Osheim et al observed 

two particular species of RNP particles on nascent transcripts, that appeared at predictable 

sites of early embryo genes from Drosophila melanogaster. These particles were predicted 

to represent subunits of the spliceosome based on several observations including RNA 

looping between the two particles and eventual disappearance of the particle after loop 

removal. By measuring the DNA distance in micrometers (µm) from known locations on 

the gene (Figure 1.1A) and assuming a maximum chromatin compaction of 4.8 kb/µm, this 

study measured one of the first instances of in vivo splicing occurring Pol II was 4.5 kb 

downstream of the 3′ splice site (Figure 1.2) and began a decades-long investigation (Beyer 

and Osheim, 1988).  

A more modern and versatile tool for acquiring information about co-transcriptional 

spliceosome assembly is Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP). Rosbash and colleagues 

utilized HZ18 reporter genes, which harbor MS2 RNA stem loops in either the intron or 

expressed as two halves of the MS2 RNA stem loop in its exons, such that the loop forms 

after splicing (Lacadie et al., 2006). MS2-coat protein binds the stem loop and serves as a 

target in ChIP experiments that aimed to detect the Pol II position along the gene the 

moment splicing occurred. MS2 ChIP signal 1.5 kb downstream of the intron suggested 

that splicing takes place long after intron synthesis (Lacadie et al., 2006). Moreover, these 

studies employed an intronic  
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Figure 1.1 Observation of co-transcriptionally spliced transcripts leads to 
distance-based view of splicing kinetics in vivo 
A. Electron micrograph of chromatin spreads from D. melanogaster (left panel) 
visualize electron dense spliceosomes as they assemble near the 5′ ends of nascent 
transcripts; shortening of transcript 10 is indicative of intron removal. Camera 
lucida drawing of the chromatin spread is shown in the right panel (Osheim et al., 
1985). B. Diagram of a simple gene with a single intron undergoing transcription 
by several active Pol II molecules. The 5′ methyl cap (black ball) is added shortly 
after transcription of the 5′ end of the RNA transcript. Spliceosomal components 
(red balls) bind the 5′ SS and 3′ SS of the pre-mRNA co-transcriptionally. 

 

Figure 1.2 Summary of distance- and time-based splicing measurements in vivo 
Above the gene diagram are flags marking where along the exon each distance-
based study found ~50% of splicing had occurred (or other similar measure if 
unavailable). Below the diagram are time-based measurements. Flags are colored 
by organism indicated in legend on top right. 
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ribozyme sequence to measure splicing in a more direct way, in which RT-qPCR was used 

to determine the relative fraction of RNAs that had been self-cleaved by the ribozyme as 

opposed to those species that co-transcriptionally spliced the ribozyme before cleavage. 

These assays identified that splicing occurs when Pol II has traveled 500 and 1500 bp 

downstream of the 3′ SS. Taking an average measured transcription elongation rate of 1500 

bp/min in budding yeast into account (Mason and Struhl, 2005), these authors estimated 

that splicing occurs within 20-60 seconds in vivo. Because the majority of genes in budding 

yeast have terminal exons that are shorter than 1500 bp (median 434 bp), Rosbash and 

colleagues concluded that most splicing must be post-transcriptional in yeast (Tardiff et 

al., 2006). A study from our lab directly tested co-transcriptional splicing frequency in 

yeast and refuted this conclusion by showing that the majority of introns are removed in 

nascent RNA (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2010).  

 Time-based measures of splicing rate 

The development of alternative approaches that measure splicing in terms of time 

compensates for the limitations of ChIP-based approaches, which are unavoidably indirect. 

These methods include live cell imaging to quantify intron lifetimes and snRNP dynamics 

and metabolic labeling to quantify intron lifetimes and the emergence of spliced RNAs 

(Figure 1.3). Several studies have set out to determine when splicing occurs by 

quantitatively measuring the amount of spliced and unspliced RNA transcripts using RT-

qPCR or RNA-seq. Some time-based studies have implemented a system of inducible 

transcription that allows tracking of pre-mRNA intermediates from a given gene over a 

time course. To date, the highest time resolution achieved with RT-qPCR analysis is 30 

seconds, during which an integrated, tetracycline-inducible reporter gene in budding yeast 
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yielded observed spliced transcripts 60 seconds after pre-mRNA transcription was induced 

(Alexander et al., 2010). In mammalian cells, where genes and introns are very large, 

longer time points are needed to sample the transcription and splicing of induced 

transcripts. The Padgett group set out to measure transcription and splicing kinetics for 

very long genes and introns to determine whether special regulation accounts for the 

expression of such genes (Singh and Padgett, 2009). To achieve this, they developed a 

system to observe splicing of endogenous human genes in vivo. Using treatment and then 

wash out of a reversible inhibitor of Pol II elongation, 5,6-dichloro-1-β-D-

ribofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB), the authors collected time-point samples of newly 

synthesized transcripts that were then quantified using RT-qPCR. They found that despite 

the incredible length of introns assayed (>100 kb) all introns were spliced in the first or 

second time point (5 and 10 min), which thereby delimits a maximum time window for 

splicing in human Tet21 cells. A related study conducted in human mammary epithelial 

MCF10A cells stimulated with EGF measured pre-mRNA half-life of 2-3 minutes by RT-

qPCR (Zeisel et al., 2011), placing splicing within the same time window in another cell 

type. Interestingly, the Padgett study also quantitated Pol II elongation rates over these long 

introns at 3.8 kb/min, a relatively high value that agrees with the report of faster elongation 

rates along introns (Jonkers et al., 2014; Veloso et al., 2014). The Padgett study was 

therefore critical in confirming that splicing is relatively quick and often co-transcriptional, 

even in endogenous human genes with extremely long introns.  

Studies utilizing live cell imaging for the analysis of splicing kinetics rely primarily 

on reporter genes in human cells. Results from these experiments vary widely, even when 

using a similar reporter element. For example, two studies used stably integrated b-globin 
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reporter genes with MS2 or PP7 stem loops inserted into intronic or exonic sequences to 

track pre-mRNA (Coulon et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2013) (Figure 1.3). The first study 

reported splicing in HEK293 cells within 20 and 30 seconds for the first and second introns, 

respectively. The second study observed splicing 267 seconds after transcription of the 3′ 

SS of the terminal intron in U2OS cells. Analyzing live cell imaging data is challenging, 

however, and varying analysis methods along with different cell types likely contribute to 

the discrepancy between the studies. 

The attraction of live-cell imaging of fluorescent reporters, such as those described in 

the above experiments, is that these measurements in real time provide higher time 

resolution than metabolic labeling or time points taken for RT-qPCR after gene induction. 

If splicing is or can be a very fast reaction, 5- and 10-minute time points are not sufficient 

to deepen our understanding of splicing kinetics. Additionally, single cell information can 

provide insight into cell-to-cell variation and compensate for the lack of synchronization 

in a large cell population. However, chromosomally integrated reporter genes will never 

report the diversity of kinetics available in endogenous genomes. Splicing rates likely differ 

among genes as well as introns and exons within each gene; reporter genes miss out on this 

source of information. To understand splicing kinetics in complex cellular systems, it is 

prudent to look at a sampling of endogenous genes. One study took a global approach by 

measuring the residency times of fluorescently-labeled spliceosomal snRNPs on pre-

mRNA transcripts using FRAP and FCS in HeLa cells (Huranová et al., 2010). While U1 

and U4 snRNPs that transiently associate with the assembling spliceosome display shorter 

residency times, subunits of the active spliceosome – U2 and U5 snRNPs – reside on pre-

mRNA for 15-30 seconds. This indicates that the average splicing duration at steady state 
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in HeLa cells lies within a 30 second window. Finally, it is important to note that 

measurements of intron half-lives as well as snRNP dynamics will encompass remaining 

transcription of intron and exon elements, spliceosome assembly, splicing, spliceosome 

disassembly and/or intron release, intron debranching and degradation. Thus, the overall 

range of times observed – 0.5-3 minutes – could reflect differences in the rates of any one 

or more of these processes. 

Metabolic labeling also affords time-based measurements by feeding cells modified 

nucleic acids (4-thiouridine or 4sU) which are incorporated into newly synthesized RNA. 

Thiol-specific purification enriches for new RNA which can be assessed by sequencing or 

qPCR. At least six studies detect substantial amounts of pre-mRNA splicing at the very 

early labeling time points: 1.5 minutes in S. cerevisiae (Barrass et al., 2015), 2 minutes in 

S. pombe with a median intron splicing time of 37 seconds (Eser et al., 2016), 2 minutes in 

Drosophila melanogaster S2 cells (Pai et al., 2017),  5 minutes in human B cells 

(Windhager et al., 2012), and 10 minutes in LPS-stimulated mouse dendritic cells with a 

median intron splicing time of 14 minutes (Rabani et al., 2014). It is also important to note 

that these time windows reflect the convolution of transcription, processing and 

degradation, as is the case for live-cell imaging approaches addressed above. Nevertheless, 

the global nature of metabolic labeling has enabled the discovery of gene architecture and 

sequence motif correlations linked to synthesis, degradation and splicing kinetics (Barrass 

et al., 2015; Eser et al., 2016; Rabani et al., 2011; Windhager et al., 2012), which drive 

hypotheses for future investigation.  
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Figure 1.3 Time-based measurements vary widely in methodology and results 
A. The median number of exon-intron junctions are processed in 14 min according 
to RNA-seq reads of metabolically labeled mouse RNA (Rabani et al., 2014). B. 
Use of fluorescent reporter genes permits imaging of introns and quantitation of 
their half-lives (Martin et al., 2013). C. Fraction spliced values from a metabolic 
labeling experiment are plotted at different time points for three pairs of gene 
paralogs in yeast. Paralogs have identical exonic sequences and different intronic 
sequences. Splicing values appear highly similar between paralogs, yet different 
between genes (Barrass et al., 2015).  

 Single Molecule Intron Tracking and long read sequencing of nascent RNA 

The final methods to measure splicing rates discussed in this section are our own, 

Single Molecule Intron Tracking (SMIT) and long read sequencing of nascent RNA 

(Figure 1.4A&B). Both strategies use 3′ end linker ligation and single molecule RNA-seq 

to identify the position of Pol II along the length of genes at the moment introns are 

removed (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016). SMIT uses paired-end sequencing to measure 

the fraction of transcripts spliced at each Pol II position with approximately 300 

observations per nucleotide. Direct, long read sequencing of nascent transcripts with Pol II 

positions marked by their 3′ ends provide images reminiscent of chromatin spreads. SMIT 

analysis of 87 endogenous genes and long read sequencing of nascent RNA from S. 

cerevisiae and S. pombe reveal exon-exon ligation detectable when Pol II is 26 and 36 nt 

downstream of the 3′ SS, respectively. These findings indicate that the active spliceosome 

is physically very close to Pol II and revitalize models that consider direct interactions 
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between Pol II and spliceosome components (Saldi et al., 2016). The mammalian U2AF 

and FUS proteins, which interact directly with Pol II and components of the splicing 

machinery, are examples of factors that bridge the two machineries (Újvári and Luse, 2004; 

Yu and Reed, 2015). Given the observed association of particular Pol II CTD 

phosphorylation states with spliceosome assembly and splicing (Harlen et al., 2016; 

Nojima et al., 2015), it is intriguing to consider the regulation of such interactions during 

the elongation process. SMIT precisely measures the occurrence of the second step of 

splicing – exon-exon ligation – in distance. Evidence that Pol II did not pause at or near 3′ 

SSs of the 87 genes analyzed permits an estimation of splicing rate in time; SMIT curves 

reached saturation at a median Pol II position of 129 nt downstream of 3′ SSs, indicating 

that splicing completes within ~5 seconds if transcription elongation proceeds at 1.5 kb/min 

(Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016; Mason and Struhl, 2005). Pausing has been reported in 

yeast and human cells under various conditions and may impact the time estimate derived 

from Pol II position (Alexander et al., 2010; Chathoth et al., 2014; Harlen et al., 2016; 

Kwak et al., 2013; Mayer et al., 2015; Nojima et al., 2015). Changes in splicing kinetics 

measured with distance-based methods would be expected to reflect such changes in 

transcription elongation. Indeed, a mutation in Pol II that causes faster transcription 

elongation, leads to lengthening of the distance measurement by SMIT and an increase in 

levels of unspliced transcripts (Braberg et al., 2013; Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016). Thus, 

faster Pol II elongation rates result in greater physical separation between the spliceosome 

and Pol II, while slower elongation would be expected to bring the two machines closer 

together, consistent with the observation that slow Pol II mutants correlate with increased 

levels of spliced transcripts (Braberg et al., 2013). Together with recent findings that 
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mammalian transcription and splicing rates in vivo are optimized (Fong et al., 2014), the 

data suggest that the two rates have co-evolved. The matching of the reaction rates of 

splicing and transcription elongation rates observed in budding and fission yeast suggest 

perfect timing in the coordination of these two macromolecular machines.  

 

Figure 1.4 Recent distance-based techniques predict that the spliceosome is 
adjacent to polymerase during splicing 
A. Representative SMIT trace from budding yeast shows splicing reaches half-
maximum levels at approximately 62 bp past the 3′ SS (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 
2016). B. Long-read sequencing of budding yeast genes enables splicing analysis of 
single molecules (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016). C. 3D reconstruction of nascent 
transcription and splicing complex (NTS) bound to Balbiani ring 3 locus on 
chromatin (dashed line) from C. tentans with antibody gold particles against U2 
snRNP (left) and Pol II CTD (right) (Wetterberg et al., 2001). D. Crystal structures 
are docked into electron microscopy density show that capping enzymes bind the 
RNA exit tunnel of RNA Polymerase II to modify the 5′ end of RNA immediately 
(Martinez-Rucobo et al., 2015).  
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 Crosstalk between splicing and gene expression elements 

The entire transcription elongation machinery and the nascent RNA itself interact with 

proteins, forming RNP complexes. Many of these proteins belong to complexes that are 

involved in mRNA 5′ end capping, splicing, 3′ end processing, editing, folding, nuclear 

export and decay, and bind to specific transcript regions, such as untranslated regions, 

introns and exons (Baejen et al., 2014; Müller-McNicoll and Neugebauer, 2013; Singh et 

al., 2015). The extensive crosstalk between splicing, transcription and other nuclear 

machineries can be appreciated by considering the multitude of reported genetic and 

physical interactions between them, summarized in Figure 1.5. In this section, I will discuss 

in depth the known interactions between splicing and nuclear gene expression and the 

reciprocal nature of these interactions.  

The transcription start site (TSS) marks the 5′ end of the first exon, and the poly(A) 

site (PAS) marks the 3′ end of the last exon. Exon–intron organization provides important 

additional landmarks for the alignment of signals and activities, such as Pol II density, 

chromatin modifications, and RNA sequence and structure elements. Mammalian genes 

are longer than yeast genes, primarily because they contain more and longer introns 

(Lander et al., 2001). Nevertheless, several aspects of gene architecture are conserved from 

yeast to humans. For example, the last exon is almost always the longest. Moreover, intron 

structure is similar across evolution: the GU and AG dinucleotides, which are contained in 

short and conserved sequences known as splice sites, define the 5′ and 3′ intron boundaries, 

respectively. A third sequence, the branchpoint sequence (BPS), is 18–40 nucleotides 

upstream of the 3′ splice site (3′SS) (Mercer et al., 2015).  
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The positioning of nucleosomes relative to TSSs, transcription termination sites 

(TTSs), exons and introns helps to define gene architecture (Beckmann and Trifonov, 

1991; Huff et al., 2016; Schwartz et al., 2009; Tilgner et al., 2009). Conversely, 

nucleosome phasing seems to be facilitated by the inherent exon–intron primary structure 

(such as elevated GC content in exons), by the sequence elements that are required for pre-

mRNA splicing (Beckmann and Trifonov, 1991; Schwartz et al., 2009; Tilgner et al., 2009) 

and by the local activity of chromatin remodelers (Schwartz et al., 2009; Venkatesh and 

Workman, 2015). The median length of internal exons in the human genome is 137 bp, 

which is very close to the 147 bp that are wrapped around a nucleosome (Lander et al., 

2001). Nucleosomes can interfere with transcription progression (Churchman and 

Weissman, 2011; Milligan et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2014). Consistent with nucleosome 

phasing over exons, slower transcription elongation has been measured over exonic 

sequences (Kwak et al., 2013; Mayer et al., 2015). The histone tails of nucleosomes that 

are positioned over exons can be enriched for PTMs that may facilitate exon definition by 

affecting the recruitment of splicing factors, as well as the transcription process itself 

(Braunschweig et al., 2013; Hérissant et al., 2014; Kfir et al., 2015). Slow passing of the 

transcription machinery through nucleosomes may facilitate the relocation of splicing 

factors and regulators from the chromatin template to Pol II or to the nascent RNA. 

The transcription rate can influence splice site identification by the spliceosome. 

Current models suggest that different local rates of transcription elongation can influence 

the time frame between the synthesis of sequential splice sites, thereby possibly modulating 

RNA folding or the interactions with RNA-binding proteins (Naftelberg et al., 2015). The 

synthesis of RNA by Pol II occurs with an average elongation rate of 1–4 kb per minute 
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(Jonkers and Lis, 2015; Kwak and Lis, 2013; Veloso et al., 2014). However, Pol II can 

transiently pause, stall or terminate prematurely (Jonkers and Lis, 2015; Kwak and Lis, 

2013). Pol II elongation rate is influenced by a multitude of factors, such as the underlying 

DNA sequence, nucleosome position, and histone modifications, which affect local 

chromatin structure, the activity of elongation factors, and the folding and processing of 

the nascent RNA (Kwak and Lis, 2013; Nedelcheva-Veleva et al., 2013).  

Recent studies have implicated the splicing process in transcriptional pausing. For 

example, pausing at terminal exons was detected in efficiently spliced genes in yeast 

(Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2010). Upon splicing inhibition, either by introducing a 

temperature-sensitive mutant allele of the RNA helicase Prp5, or by introducing mutations 

in the BPS or the U2 snRNA, the Pol II ChIP signal increases on introns, suggesting the 

activation of a transcription elongation checkpoint to allow spliceosome assembly 

(Chathoth et al., 2014). The extent to which splicing-related pausing occurs and a 

mechanistic understanding of this process are still elusive.  

Changes in transcription elongation rates influence nascent RNA folding and so may 

affect splice site selection (Lai et al., 2013; Warf and Berglund, 2010). The propensity for 

RNA folding directly depends on sequence-specific folding rates, transcription elongation 

rates and the rate of proteins binding to the RNA (Liu et al., 2016). RNA secondary 

structures can conceal or expose the 5′SSs, BPSs and 3′SSs, which are consequently 

ignored or readily recognized by the splicing machinery (Buratti and Baralle, 2004). By 

concealing or exposing alternative cis-acting elements, secondary structures may have a 

role in alternative splicing (Meyer et al., 2011). The splicing machinery may recognize 

splicing targets on nascent RNA before the RNA has time to fold into a secondary structure 
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(Warf and Berglund, 2010). Similarly, RNA-binding proteins may influence the transient 

folding of nascent RNA and, therefore, may modulate the timing of splice site exposure to 

the splicing machinery (Buratti and Baralle, 2004). For example, hairpins with a small loop 

readily fold after transcription, thereby concealing the splice site that is contained in their 

stem. By contrast, the folding of hairpins with bigger loops takes longer, allowing longer 

splice site exposure to the splicing machinery and/or to regulatory RNA-binding proteins 

(Eperon et al., 1988). 

Changes in post-translational modifications (PTMs) of the Pol II carboxy-terminal 

domain (CTD) mirror and influence the different phases of transcription and nascent RNA 

processing, owing to the interaction of the CTD with factors that regulate transcription, 

mRNA processing, and downstream steps such as mRNA export (Custódio and Carmo-

Fonseca, 2016). CTD-modifying enzymes often have additional cellular targets, thereby 

integrating the CTD into a greater network of gene expression (Zaborowska et al., 2016). 

The CTD consists of repeats of almost the same seven amino acids Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3- Thr4-

Ser5-Pro6-Ser7 (26 repeats in yeast and 52 in humans (Corden et al., 1985)), which are 

mainly modified by phosphorylation of Ser2, Ser5, Ser7, Thr4 and Tyr1 (Kim et al., 2010). 

Pol II is differentially modified at the start and the end of transcription units. PTM 

transitions have recently been mapped to transcription pause positions along yeast gene 

bodies and, in particular, to 3′SSs, consistent with changes in Pol II elongation rate around 

intron–exon boundaries (Harlen et al., 2016; Milligan et al., 2016). The phosphorylation 

levels of Ser5 (Ser5P) are highest at the beginning of transcription units, a link between 

this PTM and splicing has been found in both yeast and humans (Harlen et al., 2016; 

Nojima et al., 2016). Pronounced peaks of Ser5P and Pol II levels are observed at the 5′ 
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SSs of alternatively included exons compared with excluded exons (Mayer et al., 2015; 

Nojima et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the relationship between specific Pol II CTD PTM 

profiles and nascent RNA processing events is far from being understood.  

The complexity of gene architecture varies between phyla (Deutsch and Long, 1999), 

requiring different mechanisms to identify splice sites. Metazoan splice sites are short and 

poorly conserved, in contrast to budding yeast splice sites (Will and Lührmann, 2011). In 

vertebrates, intron length varies from a few hundred nucleotides to several thousand 

nucleotides, and the median length of internal exons is 137 nucleotides (Hawkin, 1988). 

Surrounding the internal exon, the 3′ SS of the upstream intron and the 5′ SS of the 

downstream intron pair across the exon, thereby committing the upstream intron to splicing 

through an ‘exon definition’ mechanism (Berget, 1995). By contrast, transcripts in lower 

eukaryotes usually contain introns that are shorter than 250 nucleotides (Hawkin, 1988). In 

this case, a 5′ SS pairs with the downstream 3′ SS of the same intron, and splicing is 

triggered through an ‘intron definition’ mechanism (Talerico and Berget, 1994). Splicing 

of the first intron depends on first exon definition. First exon boundaries consist of the 7-

methylguanosine (m7G) cap structure at the 5′ end of the transcript and the 5′ SS of the 

first intron. The capping enzyme adds the m7G cap to the 5′ end of all Pol II-transcribed 

RNAs when the nascent RNA is less than 20 nucleotides in length (Izaurralde et al., 1994; 

Martinez-Rucobo et al., 2015). The nuclear cap-binding complex (CBC) serves as a 

platform for interacting with factors that are involved in RNA processing (Gonatopoulos-

Pournatzis and Cowling, 2014), enhancing splicing of the first intron in vitro (Berget, 1995; 

Izaurralde et al., 1994; Konarska et al., 1984), and directly interacting with tri-snRNP 

protein components in vivo (Pabis et al., 2013).   
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Splicing of the last intron depends on terminal exon definition (Berget, 1995). The 3′ 

SS of the last intron and the PAS set the terminal exon boundaries (Proudfoot, 2016). The 

PAS, the nearby AU-rich sequences and other cis-elements on the nascent RNA are bound 

by the cleavage and polyadenylation complex (CPA). The PAS is required for termination, 

and its elimination leads to transcription readthrough (Connelly and Manley, 1988). PAS 

elimination also results in the specific inhibition of last intron splicing, indicating that 3′ 

end processing contributes to terminal exon definition (Cooke et al., 1999). The U2 snRNP, 

U2AF65 and cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF; a component of the 

CPA) functionally and physically interact; this supports a model in which the PAS triggers 

the removal of the last intron by facilitating spliceosome assembly (Kyburz et al., 2006; 

Millevoi et al., 2002; Vagner et al., 2000). Splicing and the regulation of 3′ end processing 

are reciprocal, as the inactivation of the terminal 3′ SS inhibits 3′ end processing and 

transcription termination (Davidson and West, 2013; Dye and Proudfoot, 1999). The 

splicing and 3′ end processing machineries seem to serve as recruitment platforms, as the 

physical presence of the two machineries is sufficient for coupling between splicing and 3′ 

end processing, and the catalytic activity of neither is required for the regulation of the 

complementary process (Davidson and West, 2013; Martins et al., 2010; Rigo and 

Martinson, 2008). Indeed, artificially induced cleavage of the nascent RNA impairs 

splicing and 3′ end processing in vitro (Rigo and Martinson, 2008). In vivo, the Pol II CTD 

stimulates coupling between splicing and 3′ end processing (Bird et al., 2004). Taken 

together, these observations suggest that coupling between splicing and 3′ end processing 

can determine whether splicing occurs before transcription termination (Kaida, 2016).  
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The molecular mechanisms of 3′ end processing involve components of the splicing 

machinery. The mammalian U1 snRNP component U1 70k directly interacts with poly(A) 

polymerase, a component of the CPA, and inhibits polyadenylation (Gunderson et al., 

1998). In vivo, functional inhibition of the U1 snRNP inhibits splicing and causes 

premature 3′ end processing (Kaida et al., 2010). Interestingly, the U1 snRNP is much more 

abundant than all other spliceosomal snRNPs and this may reflect its role in protecting 

nascent RNA from premature 3′ end processing (Baserga and Steitz, 1993). In such a 

model, the U1 snRNP binds to nascent RNA at frequent cryptic 5′ SSs and suppresses the 

activity of adjacent cryptic PASs (Kaida et al., 2010). Overall, the PAS and CPA have a 

major role in defining the last exon and thus the 3′ SS for last intron removal in mammalian 

systems. In addition, splicing aids 3′ end processing by preventing the recruitment of the 

CPA to cryptic PASs. It is unclear how coupling of splicing and 3′ end formation may 

function in a system of intron definition, where the PAS is not required for splicing of the 

terminal intron.   
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Figure 1.5 Crosstalk of the assembling spliceosome with nuclear gene 
expression machineries 
Genetic and physical interactions that involve core splicing factors of S. 
cerevisiae were obtained from the Biological Repository for Interaction Datasets 
(BioGRID). The grey scale reflects the number of reported interactions between 
spliceosomal and non-spliceosomal complex subunits. The number of reported 
interactions is adjusted to the number of reported non-spliceosomal complex 
subunits. A minimum of two reports for the same interaction was required. Figure 
reproduced from Herzel, Ottoz, Alpert, and Neugebauer, 2017. 
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 Sequencing approaches for the study of co-transcriptional splicing 

The development of next-generation sequencing has revolutionized life science and 

medical fields, with the cost of sequencing entire genomes exponentially declining and 

requiring only a few days of work. With this unprecedented leap in sequencing technology, 

science has begun addressing questions that were previously out of reach. In this section I 

will discuss the three sequencing platforms relevant to this study and how we take 

advantage of each to address different biological questions.  

An outstanding majority of RNA sequencing experiments are done with Illumina 

sequencing, a sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS) method using bridge-amplification to 

generate clusters of identical DNA copies on a chip. DNA clusters are required for signal 

amplification and detection as the sample undergoes iterative cycles of fluorescent base 

incorporation, washing, imaging, and cleavage. Improper base incorporation dilutes the 

fluorescent signal until it is completely overtaken by noise, thus read lengths are limited to 

250 bp maximum. Classic RNA-seq experiments fragment the transcripts and randomly 

sequence short reads from this pool to quantify changes in gene expression. SMIT utilizes 

the same technology to target more specific information from each molecule. Both ends of 

the DNA amplicon can be sequenced (paired-end sequencing) and the internal sequence 

inferred from mapping to a genome. SMIT utilizes a primer just upstream of the intron to 

obtain the splicing status of the read with sequencing of the first end, and a primer 

complementary to the 3′ end adapter for sequencing of the paired end. The Illumina HiSeq 

2500 instrument used in this thesis yields ~250 million reads per lane, and in line with the 

incredibly fast pace of technology development in the sequencing sphere, new NovaSeq 

instruments producing upwards of 1 billion reads per lane have already come to market 
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since these experiments were completed. High read counts lend statistical strength to 

fraction spliced measurements in SMIT and are necessary to cover every nucleotide 

position of the exon. The single-nucleotide resolution of SMIT makes it one of the most 

precise splicing measurements available.  

Long read sequencing offers many benefits over Illumina short-read, particularly for 

nascent RNA with the major drawback being reduced read count. Capturing the entire 

molecule with long reads describes several stages of the life-cycle of that RNA, including 

which TSS was used, whether splicing has occurred, and how “old” the molecule is via Pol 

II position. Previously, our lab has used the Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) 

sequencing by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) to investigate the order of intron removal in S. 

pombe (Herzel et al., 2018). Double-stranded libraries are circularized and serve as the 

template for addition of fluorescently-labeled nucleotides by a strand-displacing 

polymerase which processes around the DNA molecule multiple times. These repetitive 

sequencing events are aligned to form a consensus, increasing the accuracy of PacBio long 

reads to near 99% to the detriment of read length.  

Around the beginning of my dissertation research, a new long read sequencing platform 

called Oxford Nanopore Technologies was commercialized, launching the era of third-

generation sequencing. Nanopore sequencing is distinct from Illumina and PacBio with the 

direct detection of oligonucleotides as opposed to a sequencing-by-synthesis approach that 

is so central to the other platforms. Instead, oligonucleotides are threaded through a 

nanometer-wide pore embedded in synthetic polymer membranes on a flowcell. As an 

electric current is applied to the membrane, engineered motor proteins ratchet the 

oligonucleotide through the pore at a consistent rate and the nucleotides block the flow of 
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electrons through the pore. Current disruptions characteristic to each nucleotide are 

translated into base sequence with a proprietary Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). 

Accuracy of single nanopore reads is lower than PacBio (~90-95%) for several reasons. 

Current fluctuations are incredibly precise, detecting base modifications that slightly differ 

from that of the original nucleotide, and we can only adapt the model for modifications we 

are aware of. Detecting base modifications is a major advantage of Nanopore, but 

deviations from the nucleotide signal that we cannot account for likely arise from unknown 

base modifications and continue to impede accuracy. Remarkably, improvements to the 

basecalling RNN have and continue to improve read accuracy, and data from old 

experiments can be basecalled again with newer algorithms to benefit from the highest 

accuracy possible (Wick et al., 2019). Nanopore sequencing reads are longer than other 

platforms, reaching upwards of 2 Mbp, and higher read numbers are achieved per cost of 

flowcell compared to PacBio. The extreme cost efficiency and improved readcount make 

Nanopore ideally suited to my experiments, and the results we uncover could not have been 

attained with short read sequencing. 
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2. Identifying modulators of co-transcriptional splicing 
kinetics  

 Author contributions 

This work was done in collaboration with our lab manager, Korinna Straube, and a 

previous graduate student, Fernando Carrillo Oesterreich. Fernando developed the SMIT 

technique (in collaboration with Lydia Herzel) and trained the machine learning algorithm. 

Korinna assisted in cloning the strains and performed the nascent RNA purification and 

SMIT sequencing libraries. Together, Korinna and I made decisions about which steps of 

the protocol to optimize and strategized about which genes to target during optimization to 

represent future genome-wide samples. I was responsible for optimizing the analysis 

pipeline and performing all data processing and analysis. I prepared all samples for the 

long read sequencing of Nab2-AA and processed and analyzed the data.  

 Introduction 

Proper gene expression is the result of many diverse cellular processes functioning in 

a concerted manner. RNA must be synthesized, spliced, cleaved, and exported to be 

competent for translation into protein and precise coordination of these steps is critical for 

responding to environmental stimuli and preserving efficiency and resources.  

Splicing is the removal of intronic sequences from pre-mRNA and is an essential, 

highly regulated step in gene expression. Despite requiring the de novo assembly of a 

megadalton spliceosome on every intron, splicing is a very fast process. In fact, the 

majority of splicing is completed well before transcription terminates, a phenomenon 

termed co-transcriptional splicing. The simultaneous nature of splicing and transcription 
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invites a plethora of opportunities to coordinate with one another. Indeed, splicing is 

coupled to transcription as evident by the enhanced transcriptional output of intron-

containing transgenes in mice (Brinster et al., 1988). Conversely, promoter sequences can 

influence splicing efficiency (Cramer et al., 1997; Moldón et al., 2008; Nissen, 2017). At 

the other end of the transcript, cleavage and polyadenylation factors define the terminal 

exon in mammalian cells (Cooke et al., 1999; Fong and Bentley, 2001; Niwa and Berget, 

1991; Rigo and Martinson, 2008), and without this definition, splicing of terminal introns 

is greatly impaired. The relationship between mammalian splicing and 3′ end formation is 

mutual, as mutations of the 3′ SS similarly hinder RNA cleavage (Cooke et al., 1999; 

Davidson and West, 2013; Martins et al., 2010). Recent work from our lab discovered that 

units of Pol II associated with unspliced transcripts in S. pombe have a striking tendency 

to continue transcribing past the polyA site (Herzel et al., 2018).  

We set out to identify which factors in budding yeast form the channel of 

communication between splicing and the other processes involved in RNA synthesis and 

maturation. To do so, we took advantage of the high-precision splicing kinetic 

measurements from our previously published Single Molecule Intron Tracking (SMIT) 

approach (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016). These data were intriguing for the high amount 

of gene-specific variability present, which we could use to our advantage for identifying 

factors that influence splicing. A machine learning model was trained to exploit this 

variation for the prediction of splicing kinetic parameters using quantifications of RNA 

and DNA binding proteins, Pol II density, and histone modifications, among others (14 

genetic and 398 epigenetic features derived from genome annotations and genome-wide 

experiments respectively). The model successfully predicts splicing kinetics and identifies 
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21 candidates for splicing regulation involved in diverse cellular processes including 

elongation, 3′ end processing, and export. We perturbed expression of seven of these 

candidates and performed SMIT and long read sequencing in the context of factor 

depletion, identifying new roles for the essential and conserved polyA binding protein, 

Nab2, in polyA RNA cleavage and termination and its implications for co-transcriptional 

splicing.  

 Results 

 Predicting modulators of co-transcriptional splicing kinetics 

Splicing kinetics in budding yeast are highly variable between genes (Carrillo 

Oesterreich et al., 2016). Previous work from our lab identified two key parameters to 

describe splicing kinetics, namely saturation value (the mean fraction spliced of the last 

120 bp before the polyA site or before the end of collected data) and ½ max value (Pol II 

position where half of the saturation value is reached). To obtain mechanistic insights into 

what influences gene-specific variation, we trained a machine learning model to predict 

saturation and ½ max using gene-specific quantification of regulators. We then determined 

the relative importance of each regulator for the model’s prediction strength (Table 5.1). 

Each gene was characterized by 14 genetic and 398 epigenetic features derived from the 

budding yeast genome and genome-wide experiments (e.g. ChIP and CLIP) respectively. 

Hierarchical clustering of the features produced 100 feature groups that share similar 

function and position along the gene. For example, U1, U2, and U5 snRNPs are all 

prominently detected at the 3′ SS by ChIP (Tardiff and Rosbash, 2006) and compose one 

feature group.   
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A Lasso regression model (Tibshirani, 1994) was trained on 80% of the data and was 

able to predict the remaining 20% of saturation values, validating the model’s ability to 

identify important regulators of splicing (Figure 2.1B). The model selected 21 non-genetic 

factors (along with 8 additional genetic features; Table 5.1) that contribute to prediction 

performance, 13 factors positively correlated with splicing (Figure 2.1C above gene 

diagram) and 8 negatively correlated (Figure 2.1C below gene diagram). A second model 

was unsuccessful at predicting ½ max values because of the reduced variation in this 

parameter (Appendix Figure 5.1). 

Several identified features agree with previous reports including the correlation of 

splicing with the U1, U2, and U5 feature group at the 3′ SS (Görnemann et al., 2005; 

Lacadie and Rosbash, 2005; Lacadie et al., 2006) (Figure 2.1C). Other exciting results 

included significant correlation of 3′ end processing factors at the 3′ SS (Figure 2.1C). 

Cleavage and polyadenylation factors are known to play a role in exon-definition of 

terminal exons in metazoans (Fong and Bentley, 2001; Li et al., 2001; Niwa and Berget, 

1991; Rigo and Martinson, 2008), but a direct role for these proteins in the process of 

splicing upstream of the polyA site has not been found. Pcf11 specifically is one of few 

cleavage factors with a CTD-interacting domain and is bound to Pol II along the entire 

gene-body (Baejen et al., 2017; Licatalosi et al., 2002). Thus, Pcf11 is located near the 

active spliceosome and raises the potential for direct interaction which will be discussed in 

more depth in later chapters. An alternative histone, H2A.Z, is annotated to promote open 

chromatin and transcription near the promoters of certain genes and even promote splicing 

of weak splice sites (Neves et al., 2017; Nissen et al., 2017). Yet, the model utilizes H2A.Z 

as a very strong negative predictor of splicing (β = -0.68) (Figure 2.1C). 
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Intriguingly, the presence of a conserved polyA binding protein, Nab2, at the 5′ and 3′ 

splice sites was the most positively correlated feature in our model (β = 0.26) (Figure 2.1C). 

At the time we identified this putative regulator, no connection to splicing had been 

observed, however a study was soon published that found Nab2 truncations resulted in 

splicing defects in yeast and interactions between the full length protein and components 

of the spliceosome in both yeast and humans (Soucek et al., 2016). This study further 

confirmed the validity of our model in identifying putative splicing regulators, and 

encouraged us to investigate the remaining features.  

 Splicing is resilient to perturbations of predicted splicing modulators 

SMIT measurements in the context of factor perturbation would reveal whether the 

targets affect co-transcriptional splicing kinetics. To accomplish this, we made genomic 

deletions for every factor that would retain cell viability (rtt103Δ, gbp2Δ, pub1Δ, npl3Δ, 

tho2Δ, and htz1Δ (H2A.Z)) and tagged one essential factor Nab2 with a motif for nuclear 

depletion (Nab2-AA) using the Anchor-Away approach (Haruki et al., 2008; Schmid et al., 

2015). These factors represented a diversity of cellular function as well as novelty; Npl3 is 

a known splicing modulator (Kress et al., 2008), while Rtt103 and others had never been 

implicated in splicing.  

We sourced deletion strains from the Genome Deletion Project (Winzeler et al., 

1999). However, this collection has been shown to harbor frequent secondary mutations 

(Teng et al., 2013). To ensure that our samples did not harbor undetectable compensatory 

mutations, we amplified the deletion cassette and retransformed it into a background strain. 

I then assayed splicing changes of select genes with RT-PCR of nascent RNA from the 

htz1Δ mutant (Appendix Figure 5.6). I found splicing was unaffected by htz1Δ, but given 
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the high degree of gene-specific variation we observed in the original splicing kinetic data, 

I decided to continue assaying splicing perturbations on a larger scale with SMIT.  

 

Figure 2.1 Machine learning model identifies putative splicing modulators 
A.  Schematic of SMIT protocol (adapted from (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016)) 
describes nascent RNA purification from chromatin (left), targeted amplification of 
library (center), and analysis of sequencing data (right). SMIT curves were 
parameterized with saturation level and ½ max (right). B. Observed and predicted 
saturation values are correlated with the variance explained (R2) as indicated for 
training (grey) and holdout (black) data. C. Predictive feature groups (grey boxes) 
are displayed above (positive correlation) or below (negative correlation) the gene 
diagram. No box indicates the feature was the sole group member. Factors are 
positioned along the gene where their presence is correlated with saturation level. 
Those listed in bold are the factors we target in this study. Learned regression 
coefficients β are shown to the right of each feature group.  
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Endogenous heterogeneity among co-transcriptional splicing is what enabled our 

study; therefore, I expected great heterogeneity in how genes react to different 

perturbations. It was important to assay as many genes as possible to ensure robust 

representation of the diverse genes and genomic environments. Before collecting large 

amounts of SMIT data, considerable time was devoted to optimizing the SMIT protocol to 

promote reproducibility and reduce length of the protocol (details of optimization can be 

found in Appendix 5.2). I identified a set of 53 intron-containing genes where I was likely 

to see effects of the deletions by correlating levels of each factor with splicing saturation. 

Three intronless genes were included for normalization of amplification bias. Some genes 

are not suitable for SMIT given low expression, short first exon sequence, or gene 

duplication events. We sequenced SMIT libraries for all six deletion strains alongside 

wildtype controls in duplicate as well as 0-, 10-, and 30-minute nuclear depletions of Nab2 

and the isogenic control. Surprisingly, we observed that nearly all genes were unaffected 

by the different deletions we had made (Figure 2.2), suggesting that levels of co-

transcriptional splicing are robustly maintained when presented with perturbations to 

diverse nuclear pathways, with the exception of UBC4 (discussed below). The lack of 

effect on splicing was intriguing to us given the observed steady-state splicing changes in 

npl3Δ mutants (Kress et al., 2008). However, measurements of steady-state splicing are 

confounded by co-transcriptional splicing, post-transcriptional splicing, and RNA stability 

and are thus may differ from our direct observations of co-transcriptional splicing.  

Additionally, there is considerable gene-to-gene diversity in our ability to replicate 

SMIT results. We encountered several cases where splicing changes were observed in one 

replicate, but not the other. These results are in agreement with a more in-depth replicate 
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analysis we pursued, where it appears certain genes have more natural variation than others 

(Appendix Figure 5.5). It is possible that, with additional replicates of our deletion strains, 

we could identify more genes with altered splicing kinetics.  

The viability of the deletion strains may also contribute to the observed stability of 

splicing kinetics. If there is little impact of factor deletion on cell viability, the role that 

factor plays in its respective process (e.g. elongation, export, etc.) cannot be substantial. 

While npl3Δ and tho2Δ did grow more slowly, all strains were viable. Accordingly, the 

only non-viable perturbation we assayed (Nab2-AA) has a more substantial effect on 

splicing (discussed further in Section 2.3.3). The only exception of note is UBC4, an E2 

ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme, whose transcript is spliced better than wildtype across all 

deletion strains, yet unchanged in Nab2-AA (Figure 2.3). Gene architecture (intron and 

exon length) are completely average for budding yeast genes (~70 bp first exon, ~90 bp 

intron, ~400 bp terminal exon) and both 5′ and 3′ SSs match the consensus motif, so it is 

unclear why splicing of UBC4 is improved in our various deletion conditions. One 

possibility is that the cells are experiencing a general stress response from the 

perturbations, and thus increased splicing efficiency may be evidence of upregulation of 

UBC4 expression to handle the stress. However, such a response would need to be 

experimentally determined (O’Duibhir et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2013).  
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Figure 2.2 Co-transcriptional splicing profiles are robust to deletion of many 
non-essential factors 
Example SMIT curves for four genes from the ΔNPL3 dataset (green) show that 
splicing is unchanged from wildtype (blue). Additional SMIT curves for YPR063C 
show that this is true for other datasets as well (ΔHTZ1 in yellow and ΔRTT103 in 
red).  
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Figure 2.3. UBC4 is spliced better than wildtype in all deletion strains 
SMIT curves for UBC4 (YBR082C) shown from all deletion strain datasets as well 
as the Control-AA and Nab2-AA dataset. Wildtype is displayed in blue, while each 
deleted factor has a unique color as indicated. PolyA site marked by vertical, dashed 
line.  
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 Nab2 depletion results in reduced co-transcriptional splicing 

Our machine learning model identified the evolutionarily conserved polyA binding 

protein, Nab2, as the factor with the most positive predictive power for co-transcriptional 

splicing levels. In budding yeast, Nab2 is essential for preventing mRNA decay in the 

nucleus (Schmid et al., 2015) and mutant Nab2 alleles result in increased intron-retention 

as observed by microarray (Soucek et al., 2016). Mass spectrometry shows that its 

vertebrate homolog, ZC3H14, has physical interactions with essential splicing factors such 

as U2AF2/U2AF65 (Soucek et al., 2016), suggesting that Nab2 plays an important and 

conserved role at several stages of mRNA maturation.  

The Anchor-Away technique is ideal for depleting essential nuclear factors like Nab2 

for short time intervals, minimizing secondary effects and preserving viability (Haruki et 

al., 2008). Nab2 is C-terminally tagged with the FRB domain of human mTOR and 

heterodimerizes with FKBP12 upon addition of rapamycin. Fusion of FKBP12 with the 

ribosomal protein RPL13A, which is quickly and efficiently exported to the cytoplasm, 

brings the bound Nab2-FRB to the cytoplasm and thus depletes it from the nucleus (Schmid 

et al., 2015). The strain is made resistant to rapamycin-induced secondary effects with the 

TOR1-1 mutation. Complete depletion of the Nab2 Anchor-Away construct (Nab2-AA) 

from the nucleus was observed in as little as 5 minutes of rapamycin treatment (Schmid et 

al., 2015). We expect to see an immediate effect of Nab2 depletion on our nascent RNA 

because the nascent RNA is newly synthesized, whereas changes to steady-state RNA-seq 

measurements would be diluted by older RNA in a short time window.  

We performed SMIT at 0-, 10-, and 30-minutes of rapamycin treatment for both Nab2-

AA and an isogenic control strain expressing endogenous, untagged Nab2 (Control-AA). 
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In contrast to the deletion strains, Nab2 depletion has a significant effect on co-

transcriptional splicing, generally reducing the fraction spliced for most pre-mRNAs. 

Examples in Figure 2.4A show the full range of gene-specific responses to Nab2 depletion, 

including instances of reduced splicing, improved splicing, and unchanged splicing. The 

Euclidean distance between the 10- and 30-minute treated samples and the 0-minute 

sample was used to quantify the difference between SMIT curves (ΔSMIT curve or ΔSC), 

using the first 300 bp binned by 60 bp to minimize the effect of sequencing noise. The 

density of reads declines exponentially along the length of the terminal exon, limiting the 

accuracy of values towards the PAS (Appendix Figure 5.4). The distribution of ΔSC values 

for Nab2-AA are significantly reduced from the Control-AA at 10-minutes (p-value = 

4.28e-05) and 30-minutes (p-value = 0.0357) (Mann-Whitney U test) (Figure 2.4B). These 

results were validated by RT-PCR (Figure 2.4C).  

 Depletion of Nab2 induces readthrough transcription 

In order to relate the splicing defect observed upon Nab2 depletion to other RNA 

processing steps such as transcription initiation, elongation, and RNA cleavage, I 

performed long read sequencing of nascent RNA in the Nab2-AA and Control-AA strains 

after 10 minutes of rapamycin treatment. A similar nascent RNA purification strategy to 

SMIT was used; however, the reverse transcription (RT) step was substituted for a strand-

switching RT, adding common sequences to both 5′ and 3′ ends of the new cDNA. Global 

amplification of cDNA was followed by blunt ligation of Nanopore barcode adapters, size 

selection, and sequencing on a minION flow cell. Approximately 7 million basecalled 

reads (12.7 Gb) were generated.   
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A total count of splicing events revealed fewer instances of splicing in the Nab2-AA 

sample when normalized for total reads (Figure 2.5A), and a comparison of the fraction 

spliced for each gene revealed a downward shift in Nab2-AA (Figure 2.5B), in agreement 

with the reduced splicing observed in SMIT. Remarkably, we observe transcriptional 

readthrough past the polyA site (PAS) in both Control-AA and Nab2-AA (Figure 2.5C). In 

the control condition, readthrough transcripts were predominantly unspliced. Coupling 

between co-transcriptional splicing and cleavage has been observed previously in 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Herzel et al., 2018) and Mus musculus (Reimer et al.), but 

this is the first record of this phenomenon in S. cerevisiae (Figure 2.5D). Intriguingly, Nab2 

depletion induces readthrough of both spliced and unspliced transcripts as seen for several 

examples (Figure 2.5 & Figure 2.6) and quantified genome-wide (Figure 2.5D), increasing 

both the quantity and length of readthrough transcripts. The striking effect of Nab2 

depletion on cleavage was validated with RT-PCR for several genes (Figure 5.8). Overall, 

the fraction of reads extending past the PAS is considerably greater for the Nab2 depletion 

than the control for the majority of genes (Figure 2.5E).  

 Splicing defects arise from upstream readthrough transcription 

One consequence of readthrough is that a single transcript can encompass the coding 

regions of several genes. So, a transcript that initiates in an upstream gene will continue 

transcribing into downstream genes, complicating the identification of which gene each 

read belongs to. Fragmentation of such a sample for classic Illumina RNA-seq would yield 

coverage across all encompassed genes, but the connection between these reads would not 

be interpreted correctly. With long reads, we can identify which reads initiated in an 

upstream coding region and readthrough into our gene of interest as opposed to reads that 
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initiated near the proper transcription start site (TSS) for our gene of interest. By separating 

these two classes of reads based on read start, it is clear that proper initiation is a key 

determinant of splicing efficiency (Figure 2.7B). This finding is exemplified by reads 

aligning to YDL064W in Figure 2.8 wherein readthrough from upstream genes impacts the 

fraction of the downstream intron spliced. We detect reduced splicing upon Nab2 depletion 

in the SMIT data for this gene as well (Figure 2.8B); however, the long reads provide 

additional information to interpret the mechanism behind this result. Namely, we are not 

detecting potentially productive transcripts that are failing to splice, rather we are detecting 

likely unproductive transcripts intruding into the coding region of the measured intron. 
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Figure 2.4. Nab2 depletion reduces splicing of most genes 
A. Example SMIT curves show that splicing can decrease, increase, or remain the 
same upon Nab2 depletion. ΔSMIT curve (ΔSC) values are indicated for each curve 
between the 0- and 10-minute time points. The polyA site is shown as vertical 
dashed line (if data extend that far).  B. Distribution of ΔSC values from the 0-
minute time point for all samples are shown with significance (Mann-Whitney U 
test) as follows: p ≤ 0.05 (*), p ≤ 0.01 (**), p ≤ 0.001 (***), p ≤ 0.0001 (****). ΔSC 
was calculated as Euclidean distance from the 0-minute sample of first 300 bp after 
the 3′ SS was binned by 60 bp. C. RT-PCR validation for two genes from A. 
Random hexamers were used to reverse transcribe nascent RNA and intron-
spanning primers amplified unspliced (top) and spliced (bottom) bands.   
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Figure 2.5 Readthrough transcription is elevated during Nab2 depletion 
A. Number of spliced (black) and unspliced (grey) reads are normalized to total read 
count for each dataset.  B. Fraction of spliced reads over total reads per gene are 
plotted. Y = X axis indicated by dashed line. Replicates are shown separately in 
light and dark grey. Density plots on the perimeter show distribution of points along 
x and y axis. C. Nanopore long reads aligned to YPL079W for Control-AA (teal) 
and Nab2-AA (orange). Scale bar = 500 base pairs (bp). Reads are filtered for proper 
TSS usage and arranged vertically by 3′ end location. Direction of transcription is 
to the right D. Read coverage normalized to coverage at the polyA site (PAS) is 
plotted over the region downstream of the polyA site. Control-AA (teal) and Nab2-
AA (orange) reads are divided into spliced (solid line) and unspliced (dashed line) 
groups.  E. Distributions of the fraction of readthrough (RT) reads per gene for 
Control-AA (teal) and Nab2-AA (orange). 
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Figure 2.6 Nab2-induced readthrough disrupts the transcriptome 
Long read data for Control-AA (teal) and Nab2-AA (orange) after 10 minutes of 
rapamycin treatment. Gene annotations (grey) are displayed above each bock of 
reads. Darker shades indicate unspliced reads and lighter shades indicate spliced 
reads.  
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 Readthrough is pervasive across entire chromosome 

The majority of intron-containing pre-mRNAs are cleaved efficiently, but a subset 

shows elevated levels of readthrough even in wild-type conditions (Control-AA) (Figure 

2.5E teal). It is unknown whether common factors lead to readthrough. Are these pre-

mRNAs inefficiently spliced? Perhaps they have weak PAS signals? One hypothesis is that 

readthrough is more common in areas of open chromatin where fewer roadblocks inhibit 

Pol II elongation. I determined the distribution of readthrough transcripts across each 

chromosome for two examples (Figure 2.9) and found fairly constant levels of readthrough 

across all binned genomic coordinates for both Control-AA and Nab2-AA, refuting this 

hypothesis. This figure again shows the elevated level of readthrough in Nab2-AA 

compared to Control-AA and proves that readthrough is a general phenotype of Nab2 

depletion.  The strong correlation between splicing and cleavage is conserved between 

budding yeast, fission yeast, and mouse, suggesting an important role in controlling gene 

expression. More analyses of these data, along with new experiments (described in Chapter 

3) could help infer what drives readthrough.  
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Figure 2.7 Two types of readthrough are both enriched for unspliced reads 
A. Diagram of how reads (grey) are classified for each intron-containing gene of 
interest according to the genome annotation (black). Upstream readthrough (RT) 
reads initiate at upstream loci and readthrough into the gene of interest. Downstream 
RT reads initiate within the gene of interest but readthrough the 3′ end. B. Fraction 
of reads that are spliced/unspliced for subset of all reads, downstream readthrough 
reads, or upstream readthrough reads are shown for both Control-AA and Nab2-AA 
datasets. C. Fraction of reads that belong to each RT designation in Control-AA and 
Nab2-AA datasets.  
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of long read and SMIT data for an example gene 
A. Nanopore long reads aligned to the annotation (grey) for YDL064W from 
Control-AA (teal) and Nab2-AA (orange). Reads with the intronic sequence present 
(unspliced) are in the darker shade of the respective colors, while spliced reads are 
shown in lighter colors. Both samples were treated with rapamycin for 10 minutes.  
B. SMIT curves for YDL064W of the Control-AA (left) and Nab2-AA (right) 
samples. 
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Figure 2.9 Readthrough events are distributed across entire chromosomes 
Coverage of readthrough reads at each genomic coordinate was normalized to size 
of the dataset (RT score). Heatmaps for two example chromosomes are shown with 
each row corresponding to the indicated sample. Bars are colored to represent the 
log10 transformation of RT scores for each genomic coordinate bin (1,000 total 
bins). The bottom track shows the number of genes in each bin. Intron-containing 
(IC) genes are shown in red along the gene track. 
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 Discussion 

In the previous sections, I have asked the question of how co-transcriptional splicing 

regulation is achieved in a gene-specific manner. To do so, I combined two single molecule 

RNA-seq strategies applied on a global scale in budding yeast to generate gene-specific 

co-transcriptional splicing profiles and later test perturbations of genes identified by 

machine learning as potential regulators. Nab2 – the yeast homologue of ZC3H14, 

associated with intellectual disability in flies and humans (Pak et al., 2011) – emerged as 

an important candidate. As predicted, rapid (10-30 min) Nab2 depletion led to a reduction 

of splicing in some but not all genes. Unexpectedly, analysis by long read sequencing 

clearly showed that the predominant co-transcriptional role of Nab2 is on transcription; 

Nab2 depletion led to abundant readthrough transcription, whereby cleavage of nascent 

RNA at the polyA site fails and Pol II transcribes long distances downstream. I show that 

splicing defects are a secondary consequence of readthrough transcription, which causes 

Pol II to transcribe from upstream genes into intron-containing genes and apparently create 

a nascent transcript that cannot be spliced. Thus, Nab2 is not having a direct effect on 

splicing, but splicing is a byproduct of the increase in readthrough. This study therefore 

highlights the importance of considering the genomic context in which gene expression 

and RNA processing occur. Previous studies have identified Nab2-dependent splicing 

changes with microarray and concluded that Nab2 cooperates with the splicing machinery 

to regulate RNA processing because an increase in intronic signal is observed (Soucek et 

al., 2016). However, our long read results indicate that consideration of the broader 

genomic context is critical to understanding the true effect of perturbations such as Nab2 
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depletion on transcription and splicing, and previous studies have missed these 

conclusions. 

There are several important considerations explaining why most of the model 

predictions showed no phenotypes with the genomic deletions. First, the factors targeted 

in this study were all viable deletions, and while some of them (specifically Tho2 and Npl3) 

did result in growth defects, most seemed unimportant for cell growth and survival. This 

means that the factors were either not serving a critical function in cell growth or that the 

cell can compensate for deletion of the factors. Second, due to the scale and cost of the 

experiment, the number of replicates we performed was limited. Several genes exhibited 

splicing phenotypes in various deletion strains; however, this effect was not replicated in 

the second sample. Further replication of this study could identify additional phenotypes 

that were missed here. Additionally, the machine learning predictions were clustered to 

enhance performance of the model, but we made individual deletions. Nab2 was alone in 

a feature group, while others such as Rtt103 were modeled together with several other 

factors, which could further explain why Nab2 showed a phenotype and the others did not. 

Additionally, Nab2 perturbation was assayed with a unique strategy from the other factors, 

and the short-time window of depletion from the nucleus could limit secondary effects that 

may confound the measured splicing values. Finally, we assayed 56 of the ~300 intron-

containing genes in budding yeast, but it is possible that the machine learning model 

identified certain predictive elements based on a small number of highly regulated genes. 

For instance, it is possible that Tho2 strongly promotes splicing of genes with strong 

promoters, and it was by chance that we did not include these genes in our SMIT 

experiments. 
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The findings from the Nab2-AA long read data support the idea that transcription 

initiation and splicing are coordinated events. Indeed, I can see this coordination for certain 

genes in wildtype budding yeast data as shown in Figure 3.5 in the following chapter. This 

is further supported by previous work in the field. Transcriptional output is elevated by the 

insertion of an intron into a transgene in mice (Brinster et al., 1988; Nott et al., 2003), and 

there is evidence that promoter usage can drive splicing patterns (Cramer et al., 1997; 

Moldón et al., 2008; Nissen, 2017). Additionally, the C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA 

Polymerase II may recruit splicing factors in a phosphorylation-specific manner (Harlen et 

al., 2016; Nojima et al., 2018). The phosphorylation state of the CTD changes rapidly 

across the body of the gene and is markedly different during initiation, elongation, and 

termination. Therefore, the read start position is likely to impact the phosphorylation state 

of the CTD when it encounters the intron.  

Nab2 is an essential, predominantly nuclear protein that has been implicated in multiple 

steps of mRNA expression. Nab2 is thought to be a functional equivalent of mammalian 

PABPN1 given its role in defining polyA tail length, mRNA export, and RNA stability 

(Chan et al., 2011; Schmid et al., 2015). Initially identified as an mRNA export factor 

(Green et al., 2002), Nab2 is known to interact with proteins that associate with nuclear 

pores (Aibara et al., 2017; Soucek et al., 2016). Nab2’s role in export and stability are likely 

related to its role in binding to polyA tails, where it appears to assemble into multimers 

(Aibara et al., 2017; Batisse et al., 2009; Tuck and Tollervey, 2013; Viphakone et al., 

2008). Nab2 depletion leads to global loss of polyA+ mRNA, irrespective of whether the 

gene contains an intron; this effect was attributable to the nuclear exosome, indicating that 

Nab2’s role in binding and/or export prevents decay (Schmid et al., 2015). Additional 
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reports demonstrate that the mammalian homolog of Nab2 interacts with the THO complex 

to coordinate RNA processing with nuclear export (Morris and Corbett, 2018). More 

recently, mutant Nab2 alleles were shown by microarray to increase the retention of a 

subset of introns in yeast (Soucek et al., 2016); the same study found that the human 

homologue associates with U2AF2, which recognizes the poly-pyrimidine tract of 

metazoan 3′ splice sites. Intriguingly, the yeast homolog of U2AF65, Mud2, may not be an 

orthologue, because Mud2 is non-essential. Yeast introns lack classical polypyrimidine 

tracts, and Mud2 does not bind specifically near 3′ SSs but rather along entire introns 

(Baejen et al., 2014). Thus, the mechanism whereby Nab2 could affect splicing in yeast 

was not apparent.  

The results in this chapter demonstrate the power of long read sequencing for 

identifying coordinated transcription and RNA processing events. Previous studies 

employing long read sequencing of nascent RNA have noted coordination among multiple 

introns in the same transcript (Drexler et al., 2019; Herzel et al., 2018; Tilgner et al., 2018). 

Moreover, the correlation between the failure to splice and readthrough termination was 

first observed in S. pombe (Herzel et al., 2018). The data presented here in wildtype 

budding yeast show that this relationship is evolutionarily conserved. More broadly 

speaking, this emerging method is likely to transform how we analyze and draw 

conclusions about the effects of mutations that impact splicing in cells. Many studies from 

yeast to humans have perturbed the abundance of regulatory factors and used short-read 

RNA-seq to quantify the abundance of RNA isoforms. This study shows that the 

mechanisms underlying those results may be less straightforward than initially assumed. 

Finally, my findings underscore the importance of 3′ end formation and transcription 
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termination in ensuring the independent expression of genes. In renal clear cell carcinoma 

cells, transcriptional readthrough generates aberrant exons resulting in giant fusion 

transcripts originating from neighboring genes (Grosso et al., 2015). A high proportion of 

human diseases are associated with mutations in trans-acting splicing factors or cis-acting 

splicing regulatory elements in genes (Manning and Cooper, 2017), making it important to 

further investigate the mechanisms underlying splicing changes as well as the downstream 

consequences of splicing inhibition. 
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3. Splicing activity determines cleavage at polyA sites 
 Author Contributions 

I completed all the cloning to tag proteins of interest with the auxin-inducible degron 

(AID) and validated the degradation time course of each. I prepared all AID nascent RNA 

samples presented here. I constructed all Nanopore sequencing libraries and ran the flow 

cells on the minION in our lab. Finally, I performed all data analysis for these experiments. 

Leonard Schärfen wrote a script for coverage over the region downstream of the polyA site 

that contributed to Figure 3.1D and Figure 3.3A. 

 Introduction 

Evolution has crafted a diverse set of gene architectures across species. In higher 

eukaryotes such as mammals, short exons are interspersed with long introns that can span 

many kilobases (kb), with genes carrying on average 7-8 introns (Sakharkar et al., 2005). 

Organisms like yeast carry far fewer introns and many genes are indeed completely 

intronless. When they do occur in budding yeast, these short introns separate a first exon 

from a longer second exon. Splicing, or removing intronic sequences, is required for gene 

expression, but differing architectures require distinct mechanisms of locating the intron 

within the larger pre-mRNA sequence. Rather than communicate across the long distance 

of a mammalian intron, mammalian cells identify splice sites (SSs) across the exon in a 

model of SS recognition termed exon-definition (Berget, 1995).  Yeast genes, on the other 

hand, rely on defining SSs across the intron (intron-definition).  

Complications arise during the definition of first and terminal exons in mammals 

owing to a lack of canonical splice sites at the 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively. Instead, the cap-
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binding complex (CBC) recognizes the 7-methyl-guanosine cap that is rapidly added to 

nascent RNA when RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) has transcribed a mere 20 nucleotides (nt) 

(Izaurralde et al., 1994, 1995; Listerman et al., 2006; Visa et al., 1996). The CBC aids in 

defining the first exon by interacting with splicing factors. Similarly, recognition of the 

polyA site (PAS) at the 3′ end of the terminal exon by the cleavage and polyadenylation 

factor (CPF) is required for efficient splicing of the final intron. The relationship between 

splicing and cleavage of the nascent RNA at the PAS is reciprocal such that mutation of 

the terminal 3′ SS inhibits cleavage at the PAS (Davidson and West, 2013; Dye and 

Proudfoot, 1999). This suggests a direct relationship between pre-mRNA splicing and 

cleavage in mammals. 

The relationship between splicing and PAS recognition in yeast is far less clear. The 

spliceosome is a megadalton complex of RNA and proteins that is highly conserved 

between mammals and yeast. The 3′ end processing machinery, however, exhibits less 

homology, and numerous human factors have no yeast equivalent (Mandel et al., 2008). 

The lack of 3′ end processing homology together with an intron-centric approach to 

splicing leave very little evidence to suggest that splicing and cleavage are coordinated in 

yeast. Despite this, a previous study from our lab identified a strong correlation between 

the failure to splice and the failure to cleave in fission yeast (Herzel et al., 2018). There is 

currently no evidence to suggest how coordination between these processes is achieved in 

this system. Therefore, I set out to determine the nature of the relationship between pre-

mRNA splicing and cleavage, using budding yeast as a model.  
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 Results 

To address the hypothesis that pre-mRNA splicing and cleavage are directly 

coordinated with one another and not correlated through indirect mechanisms, I targeted 

core components of splicing and cleavage processes for degradation with an auxin-

inducible degron (AID) (Morawska and Ulrich, 2013). In this heterologous system, the 

degron is ubiquitinated by a constitutively expressed E3 ubiquitin ligase when bound to 

the plant hormone auxin, resulting in efficient degradation of the targeted protein. Short 

auxin treatment intervals (30-60 min) reduce the likelihood of secondary effects which 

become especially meaningful when working with required gene expression pathways. 

Long read sequencing of nascent RNA after perturbation of either process was used to 

relate splicing defects to a cleavage-deficient phenotype and vice versa.  

Control samples confirm a similar correlation between splicing and cleavage in our 

budding yeast system (Figure 3.1A), as had been observed previously in fission yeast 

(Herzel et al., 2018). The control sample (teal) in Figure 3.1A shows an accumulation of 

unspliced reads with 3′ ends downstream of the PAS (readthrough transcripts), whereas 

spliced reads promptly disappear soon after the PAS is reached (presumably as they are 

cleaved). Fission and budding yeast are evolutionarily very distant organisms, and 

conservation of the connection between unspliced transcripts and disrupted cleavage points 

to the importance of this phenomenon for cellular function.   

 Cleavage inhibition has an indirect effect on splicing 

Three separate proteins were targeted to disrupt cleavage of nascent RNA at the PAS: 

the sole endonuclease responsible for cleavage activity (Ysh1), an essential CTD-binding 

cleavage factor (Pcf11), and an elongation factor with a known cleavage phenotypes (Spt5) 
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(Baejen et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2011; Dominski, 2010; Ryan et al., 2004). Data from Ysh1 

is a work in progress and will not be described in this thesis. Deletion of a traditional 

elongation factor, Spt5, was recently shown to impede PAS cleavage by 4tU-seq (Baejen 

et al., 2017). Our nascent RNA analysis, however, did not agree with this published report, 

which may highlight discrepancies between nascent RNA detection methods as well as 

protein depletion strategies. This will be further discussed in Chapter 5 (Appendix).   

Pcf11 was of great interest to me for two reasons. First, Pcf11 is one of only two 

cleavage factors that bind the CTD of Pol II along the entire gene body (Ahn et al., 2004; 

Barillà et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2004; Licatalosi et al., 2002; Sadowski et al., 2003), which 

places this important cleavage factor near the spliceosome when splicing occurs. Second, 

Pcf11 was identified by our machine learning model in Section 2.3.1 as a significant 

predictor of splicing kinetics. Budding yeast cells harboring endogenously tagged PCF11-

AID were treated with auxin or ethanol carrier (control) for 60 minutes. Nascent RNA was 

purified from chromatin and 3′ ends were ligated to an adapter as done for SMIT (Carrillo 

Oesterreich et al., 2010;Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016). Strand-switching reverse 

transcription (RT) uses the 3′ end adapter as a handle to synthesize full-length double-

stranded cDNA. This global RT method does not require a specific forward primer, but 

rather adds untemplated nucleotides after completing synthesis of the first strand of cDNA, 

which are then used for priming the second strand. Generic primers complementary to the 

untemplated sequence additions contain an overhang which can be used for downstream 

PCR amplification. The library is amplified with less than 20 cycles of PCR and is then 

ligated to Nanopore barcode adapters, which facilitate sequencing on a minION flow cell. 

I obtained up to 12 Gb of data per flow cell, or ~7 million reads.  
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Pcf11-AID degradation results in the failure of 3′ end processing as determined by an 

increase in the number of reads which continue past the PAS (Figure 3.1 A, C, D), 

indicating that cleavage has failed to occur and that Pol II has continued transcribing 

downstream. This confirms that Pcf11 is a necessary component of 3′ end processing, as 

we had anticipated. The more pertinent question is how does this disruption to cleavage 

impact splicing? Reads were first classified into categories determined by their readthrough 

status, including readthrough past the PAS of that gene (Downstream RT), reads that start 

in an upstream gene and readthrough into the intron-containing gene of interest (Upstream 

RT), and reads that are completely within the gene body (no RT) (Figure 3.1B diagram). 

The fraction unspliced of both Downstream and Upstream RT reads is substantially greater 

than No RT in both the control and auxin-treated samples (Figure 3.1B). Downstream RT 

reads are better spliced during Pcf11-depletion, possibly because these reads have had more 

time for catalysis. Next, I calculated the normalized coverage over the region downstream 

of the PAS and found that coverage is similarly increased for both spliced and unspliced 

reads when cells are treated with auxin (Figure 3.1D). If impaired cleavage has direct 

consequences for splicing, we would expect to see increased coverage of unspliced reads 

specifically. The equivalent change observed for both spliced and unspliced reads shows 

that cleavage has no impact on splicing of the intron preceding that PAS. However, failure 

to cleave the transcript of upstream genes does impair splicing of the downstream introns 

into which the polymerase is intruding (Figure 3.1 B & E). These findings mirror those of 

Nab2-AA depletion in Section 2.3.5 and expand the findings to encompass a general 

feature of 3′ end processing inhibition, as opposed to a specific trait of Nab2. Thus, splicing 

defects arise from inhibition of nascent RNA cleavage and Pol II termination of upstream 
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PASs, but splicing is unaffected by inhibition of cleavage and termination of the intron-

containing gene.  

Pcf11 is a multi-functional enzyme whose different domains can function 

independently of one another (Sadowski et al., 2003). The CTD-interaction domain (CID) 

is necessary for both terminating transcription and cell viability, but deletion of this domain 

does not impact cleavage. In fact, cleavage-deficient mutants of Pcf11 can be 

complemented in trans with CID truncations. Our AID strategy targets the entire protein 

for depletion, impacting both cleavage and termination, and confirms that neither of these 

processes is sufficient to block splicing of the upstream intron.  
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Figure 3.1 Pcf11-AID depletion induces readthrough without a direct effect on 
splicing 
A. Nanopore reads from Pcf11-AID from control (teal) or auxin-treated (orange) 
samples are aligned to the gene YDL125C (grey) and sorted by 3′ end position. 
Darker colors represent unspliced reads, light colors are spliced. Scale bar = 500 bp. 
B.  A diagram of readthrough (RT) classifications is shown (top) in reference to an 
intron-containing gene of interest. Annotated gene bodies are shown in black and 
example reads in grey. Fraction of reads that are spliced or unspliced in each RT 
category for the two samples. C. The fraction of total reads that belong to each RT 
category from the two samples shows an increase in the amount of readthrough in 
auxin-treated condition. D. Read coverage is computed over the region downstream 
of the PAS and normalized to the signal at the PAS. Line color and style are 
indicated in the legend in upper right corner. E. Nanopore reads are aligned to 
YDL136W and exemplify Upstream RT and its impact on splicing.  
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 Splicing inhibition has a direct effect on cleavage of a subset of genes 

The same approach was used for depletion of splicing factors Prp2 and Prp9 to induce 

splicing inhibition and measure their impact on cleavage. Prp2 is a DExD/H-box ATPase 

required for activation of the spliceosome before the first transesterification reaction. 

Despite substantial depletion of Prp2-AID within 60 min of auxin treatment (Figure 5.9), 

preliminary sequencing data revealed high levels of spliced transcripts (Figure 5.11). Given 

these results, it is possible that Prp2 ATPase activity is not a rate-limiting step of 

spliceosome assembly and residual protein levels were sufficient to reproduce near-

wildtype conditions. Prp9 is a structural component of the early spliceosome complex, and 

depletion of Prp9-AID was highly effective at suppressing splicing (Figure 3.2B), although 

splicing was not completely blocked likely due to the stability of snRNPs and possible 

obstruction of the AID tag inside this complex. While the majority of pre-mRNAs exhibits 

reduced splicing (Figure 3.2B), the degree of splicing inhibition is gene-specific, 

suggesting that some transcripts have a different requirement for Prp9 as seen in Figure 

3.4.  Importantly, splicing inhibition directly impacts cleavage of the nascent RNA at the 

downstream PAS as seen by increased coverage of unspliced transcripts specifically 

downstream of the PAS (Figure 3.3A).  

Although readthrough transcripts are widely distributed across the genome (Figure 

2.9), they are found at relatively low levels with only a few reads per gene for most 

examples. This low expression may have biological roots, but is likely exaggerated by the 

inherent 5′ end bias of a nascent RNA sample as well as the PCR amplification, which 

enriches shorter molecules over longer ones. Direct sequencing of RNA or cDNA without 

amplification would address this issue. Meanwhile, I observe that the fraction of 
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readthrough per gene is significantly increased in the Prp9-AID depleted samples (Figure 

3.3B), although the effect size is small (Figure 3.3 B & D). This small fold-change in 

readthrough could be due to the bias against detecting longer transcripts as discussed 

above, as well as the heterogenous and incomplete splicing inhibition. It is clear, however, 

that the link between splicing inhibition and readthrough is specific, as shown in Figure 

3.3C, where the Downstream RT reads undergo a much larger shift to unspliced than the 

No RT reads during auxin treatment. This suggests that the splicing status of the nascent 

RNA molecule is being communicated to the 3′ end processing machinery and that the two 

processes are co-regulated to promote efficient gene expression.  

 

Figure 3.2 Prp9-AID depletion successfully inhibits splicing 
Reads from the Prp9-AID control (teal) and auxin-treated (orange) sample are 
aligned to the annotation for YLR344W (grey). B. Boxplot shows distribution of 
fraction spliced values per gene for each replicate of control or auxin-treated 
samples (x-axis). P-values calculated with Mann-Whitney U test indicated as 
follows: p ≤ 0.05 (*), p ≤ 0.01 (**), p ≤ 0.001 (***), p ≤ 0.0001 (****). 
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Figure 3.3 Prp9-AID mediated splicing inhibition promotes readthrough 
A. Read coverage computed over the region downstream of the PAS is normalized 
to the signal at the PAS. Line color and style are indicated in the legend. B. Boxplot 
of the fraction of reads aligned to each gene which exhibit Downstream RT. P-
values calculated with Mann-Whitney U test indicated as follows: p ≤ 0.05 (*), p ≤ 
0.01 (**), p ≤ 0.001 (***), p ≤ 0.0001 (****). C. Fraction of reads that are spliced 
or unspliced in each RT category for the two samples. D. Bar plot shows the fraction 
of reads belonging to each RT category for the two samples.  
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Figure 3.4 Examples of Prp9-AID sequencing reads 
Additional examples of nanopore sequencing reads aligning to intron-containing 
gene annotations (grey). Scale bars all indicate 500 bp. Control sample colored teal 
and auxin-treated Prp9-AID colored in orange. Darker shades of each color 
represent unspliced reads, lighter shades represent spliced reads.  
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 Discussion 

Pre-mRNA splicing and endonucleolytic cleavage of nascent RNA at the PAS are 

coordinated processes in mammalian cells where exon-definition is the primary model of 

splice site recognition. No clear mechanism exists for such coordination in intron-defined 

systems like yeast, yet we continue to observe the same trends. In this chapter I have 

addressed the question of whether the coordination between splicing and cleavage in yeast 

is an indirect correlation or direct causal relationship. I show that inhibition of splicing has 

a direct effect on cleavage of those unspliced transcripts, prompting a failure of both 

cleavage and termination. Cleavage inhibition, on the other hand, does not have a direct 

impact on splicing of the upstream intron. However, a general splicing deficit in these 

samples is observed due to multi-gene fusion transcripts that initiate in upstream intronless 

genes and readthrough into downstream intron-containing genes, which fail to splice.  

My results from Prp9-AID have important implications for our understanding of gene 

expression and the role that co-transcriptional splicing plays in the collaboration of cellular 

processes. Poorly-spliced genes are more likely to exhibit readthrough, which interrupts 

the coding regions of downstream genes. My research highlights how co-transcriptional 

splicing of one gene can affect expression of genes located nearby. Deep understanding is 

obscured by using short read data that cannot connect these related events. Sequencing of 

mRNA samples would reveal changes in expression of these downstream genes without 

the observation that such changes are a secondary effect of splicing regulation of 

neighboring genes. Readthrough is not restricted to intron-containing genes, however, and 

the consequences of transcripts from upstream genes that intrude into downstream introns 

are equally significant. Transcripts which readthrough into downstream introns fail to 
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splice with an extremely high frequency, and techniques such as microarrays and RNA-

seq that investigate introns independently from their genomic context miss these biological 

conclusions. How often are reported changes to nascent RNA splicing actually a result of 

impaired 3′ end processing? While the answer to this question may remain obscure, the 

continued adoption of long read sequencing technology by the field will ensure that future 

studies take genomic context into account when measuring changes to transcription and 

splicing.  

My findings confirm a direct relationship between splicing and cleavage, but further 

investigation is needed to determine a mechanism that mediates this coordination. One 

possibility is that components of a stalled, pre-catalytic spliceosome interact with cleavage 

factors and inhibit the cleavage process. This hypothesis is supported by the direct physical 

interaction between mammalian cleavage factor I (CF Im) and U2AF (Kielkopf et al., 2001; 

Kyburz et al., 2006; Selenko et al., 2003). Additional support for this hypothesis comes 

from the finding that functional inhibition of U1 snRNP causes premature 3′ end processing 

(Kaida et al., 2010). In that model, the authors speculate that U1 binds to cryptic 5′ SSs 

throughout the gene body and antagonizes use of adjacent cryptic PASs. U1 recognizes the 

5′ SS as one of the earliest steps in assembly of the spliceosome, but rearrangement into a 

catalytically-active spliceosome involves release of U1 as other splicing factors such as the 

U4/U6•U5 tri-snRNP are recruited (Wahl et al., 2009). Together, this information could 

lead one to hypothesize that the presence of U1 in stalled early spliceosome complexes 

would inhibit cleavage of that unspliced transcript. Stalling the spliceosome at stages where 

U1 has already been released but before catalytic activation would address this hypothesis. 

Prp3 is a component of the tri-snRNP, and AID depletion of this protein would stall 
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spliceosome assembly as described, before catalysis and without U1 present. Thus, a long 

read sequencing library of nascent RNA from Prp3-AID depleted cells, similar to the data 

shown in this chapter, would address the hypothesis that the U1 snRNP is involved in 

inhibiting cleavage of unspliced transcripts.  

Several possibilities exist to explain why readthrough transcripts from upstream 

intronless genes fail to splice an intron in the downstream gene. First, there is evidence 

supporting promoter usage as a driver of splicing patterns, which helps explain tissue-

specific alternative isoforms in mammals (Cramer et al., 1997; Moldón et al., 2008; Nissen, 

2017). Perhaps intron-containing genes in yeast contain elements that recruit splicing 

factors to initiating units of Pol II, while Pol II at intronless genes are unprepared to 

recognize an intron. My own long read data from wildtype budding yeast further support 

the importance of promoter choice for co-transcriptional splicing; endogenous diversity of 

TSS usage is highly correlated with splicing of certain genes as shown in Figure 3.5. The 

data show that two different TSSs are used for the gene YDL125C and that the intron-

proximal TSS is spliced much more efficiently. As a result, the majority of mRNA reads 

for YDL125C (taken from (Garalde et al., 2018)) belong to the TSS associated with better 

splicing. Second, the phosphorylation state of the Pol II CTD changes across the gene body 

to help recruit relevant factors. Ser5P and Ser7P are predominant at promoter-proximal 

regions then gradually disappear as Ser2P, Thr4P, and Tyr1P begin to accumulate over the 

second exon and reach a peak over the PAS (Herzel et al., 2017). Splicing factors are 

recruited by phosphorylation of certain CTD residues (Harlen et al., 2016; Nojima et al., 

2018). How does the phosphorylation status of the CTD change downstream of the PAS? 

Does the CTD revert back to an initiation-typical phosphorylation state when it reads 
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through the PAS and encounters a second TSS? Can the CTD associated with readthrough 

transcripts recruit splicing factors? The answers to these questions are unknown and will 

be important to address for a robust characterization of the effect readthrough has on gene 

expression.  

The fate of readthrough transcripts is under active investigation to establish whether 

they are degraded in the nucleus or stored for post-transcriptional processing. Re-analysis 

of traditional RNA-seq from S. pombe suggests that readthrough transcripts are targeted 

for degradation by the nuclear exosome (Rrp6) (Herzel et al., 2018), but the possibility 

remains that some of these molecules could be post-transcriptionally spliced and cleaved 

before polyadenylation and export. Exonuclease degradation of readthrough transcripts 

implies that eventually one end of the RNA is made accessible to the enzyme, but it is not 

clear how eventual cleavage or termination is achieved. Does the Pol II that was previously 

not termination-competent eventually encounter an even stronger termination signal that 

enables 3′ end processing? Perhaps prolonged exposure of a PAS to the nucleoplasm 

enables a chance encounter with cleavage factors despite the lack of proper CPF 

recruitment by the CTD.  

Evolutionary conservation of the coordination between splicing and cleavage among 

two organisms as distant as budding and fission yeast indicates the cellular importance of 

this phenomenon. Moreover, mammalian cells also exhibit readthrough of unspliced 

transcripts despite the added complication of coordinating across multiple introns per gene 

(Reimer et al.). The 3′ end processing machinery in mammalian cells is generally similar 

to that of yeast, but has some important differences, including additional factors and 

documented involvement in defining the terminal exon. These distinctions suggest that the 
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coordination between splicing and cleavage in mammalian cells works via a different 

mechanism from that in yeast. If this is true, the coordination we observe must be incredibly 

important for cellular function for these organisms to have developed separate strategies to 

accomplish the same goal. Finding ways to uncouple the two processes (e.g. conditions 

where splicing is inhibited without detriment to cleavage) will be crucial for understanding 

how the cell uses this coordination to its advantage.  

Alternatively, the unspliced readthrough transcripts that we observe could derive from 

a subset of the cell population in our bulk experiments that are experiencing stress or 

undergoing mitosis. Unspliced readthrough in this context could be the result of shutting 

down all gene expression systems or a regulatory response to the stress. Indeed, 

readthrough is induced by osmotic, oxidative, heat, aging, viral, and replication stress, but 

the splicing status of these events has not been investigated (Enge et al., 2017; Grosso et 

al., 2015; Muniz et al., 2017; Rutkowski et al., 2015; Vilborg et al., 2015). Hyperosmotic, 

heat, and oxidative stress induce expression of a class of long non-coding RNAs called 

DoG (downstream of gene) RNAs that result from readthrough of protein-coding genes in 

human cells and extend many kilobases downstream (Vilborg et al., 2015). DoG RNAs are 

distributed across the genome and remain attached to the chromatin. The authors postulate 

that DoG RNAs may regulate the functional genome when the nucleus is experiencing 

shrinkage and chromatin collapse associated with hyperosmotic stress. Furthermore, 

chimeric readthrough transcripts are elevated in clear cell renal cell carcinoma patient cells 

and actually correlate with reduced survival (Grosso et al., 2015). The authors of this study 

identify lowered expression of SETD2, a histone methyltransferase, as a putative 

contributing factor to readthrough. In agreement with this chromatin-centric model, 
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another study proposes that depletion of H2A.Z during senescence is responsible for 

readthrough transcription of convergent genes, reflecting the important role chromatin 

structure plays in intergenic regions (Muniz et al., 2017).  

The lack of intergenic space in the yeast genome mandates that gene expression be a 

highly efficient process. A single instance of failure to properly cleave and terminate a 

nascent transcript can produce readthrough that disturbs expression of not only that one 

gene, but intrudes into coding regions of several downstream genes. Readthrough 

transcripts are observed to include the sequence of up to 5 different genes. This likely has 

consequences for chromatin accessibility and histone placement, which are tightly 

coordinated with transcription and gene architecture. Thus, tight regulation and 

coordination of these co-transcriptional processes are necessary to avoid small errors that 

propagate into far-reaching consequences for the cellular gene expression.  
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Figure 3.5 Transcription start site correlates with splicing status for YDL125C 
Nascent RNA was reverse transcribed from wildtype budding yeast and amplified 
for sequencing on minION (left). Reads are separated vertically into populations 
that roughly align with two different TSSs and each population is sorted according 
to 3′ end. PolyA+ RNA was sequenced directly on the minION (right) (Garalde et 
al., 2018). Dark blue represent unspliced reads, light blue reads are spliced. Arrows 
represent approximate location of the productive TSS associated with splicing 
(green) and the unproductive TSS associated with unspliced reads (red).  
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4. Methods and Data Analysis 
 Constructing Strains 

 Constructing linear cassette for deletions 

Saccharomyces Genome Deletion Collection strains were a generous gift from the 

Hochstrasser lab (Winzeler et al., 1999). Each gene locus was substituted with the KanMX 

gene which confers resistance to geneticin or G418, which was used as a selection marker 

for successful transformants. Deletions were newly made during the beginning of my PhD 

to limit compensatory mutations that arise in large collections. Genomic DNA was isolated 

from each deletion strain from 2 ml of saturated overnight yeast culture in YPAD. Cells 

were resuspended in lysis buffer (final 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1% 

SDS, 2% Triton X-100) with equal volume Phenol:Chloroform pH 8 and zirconia beads 

for vortexing. Spin at room temperature to separate phenol and collect aqueous layer for 

ethanol precipitation. Amplification of the KanMX cassette with homology arms for the 

genomic locus of choice was PCR amplified with primers in Table 5.4. Purified, linear 

PCR product is used as the linear insert for transformation in Section 4.1.3.  

 Auxin-inducible degron strains 

AID background strains and plasmids were a generous gift from the Hochstrasser lab. PCR 

was performed with primers containing homology to plasmid bearing the AID*-9myc tag 

as well as 5′ overhang sequence homologous to the gene locus just upstream (forward 

primer) and downstream (reverse primer) of the stop codon. PCR purification of this linear 

amplicon was transformed into the AID background strain (Table 5.9) as described in 

Section 4.1.3. All strains in this study were prepared with c-Myc tags and kanamycin 

resistance, however, future experiments will require Prp3 to be tagged with an alternative 
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tag for verifying depletion via western blot (Prp3 runs at the same size as Tir1). Western 

blots were performed to validate the extent and timing of depletion. Whole cell extracts 

were made by vortexing cell pellets with 20% TCA and glass beads. Lysate was pelleted 

at 14,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C.  Pellet was resuspended in 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 

boiled at 95°C in 30 mM Tris pH 6.8, 1% SDS, 5% glycerol, 0.1% bromophenol blue, and 

50 mM DTT (final concentrations). Samples were run on a 4-12% gradient polyacrylamide 

Bis-Tris gel and transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane for staining with Anti-c-myc 

(9E10) antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology #sc-40).   

 S. cerevisiae transformation 

Yeast cells were grown in 50 ml YPAD complete media at 30°C and shaking at 200 rpm 

to an OD600 = 0.5 (logarithmic growth phase). Cells were pelleted and washed with sterile 

water before resuspension in 0.1M LiAc, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4. One μg 

linear PCR product was added to cells with 10 μl single-stranded carrier DNA (salmon 

sperm DNA, Invitrogen). LiAc-TE-PEG buffer (1/10 of 10x TE, 1/10 of 1M LiAc, 8/10 of 

50% PEG 4000) was added to 6x the volume of the cell mixture. Sample was incubated 30 

min at room temp. while rotating on wheel. 70 μl of 100% DMSO (prewarmed) were added 

before heat shocking the samples for 15 min at 42°C. Cells were pelleted at 1,100 x g for 

5 min at room temperature, resuspended in 300 μl YPAD and incubated on a wheel at room 

temp. for four hours, and plated on YPAD plates containing 350 ug/ml G418. After ~48 

hours, single colonies were picked for culture growth and strain validation.  

 Single Molecule Intron Tracking (SMIT) 

SMIT samples were prepared as in Carrillo, Herzel et al., 2016 Cell and Alpert, Reimer et 

al., Methods in Mol. Biol. (accepted). 
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 S. cerevisiae growth conditions and harvest 

Yeast cells were grown in YPAD complete media at 30°C and shaking at 200 rpm. For 

SMIT, cells were inoculated in 50 ml YPAD from a 5 ml culture and grown over night to 

an OD600 = 0.6-0.8 (logarithmic growth phase). Cells were transferred to a 50 ml Falcon 

tube and centrifuged at 4°C, 1100 g for 5 min. Pellets were washed once with cold 1x PBS 

and then transferred to a 2 ml tube for a last wash at 4°C , 1100 g for 5 min. Pellets were 

snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. For Anchor-Away strains 1 µg/ ml final 

concentration of rapamycin (Calbiochem, Cat. Number 553211) was added to medium for 

10 and 30 minutes of incubation. The same concentration of rapamycin was added to 

1xPBS for all washing steps until cells were snap frozen. Anchor-Away strains were a 

generous gift from Torben Jensen’s lab (Schmid et al., 2015). 

 Nascent RNA preparation from Chromatin 

Frozen cell pellets were prepared for cell lysis by resuspension in 1 ml buffer 1 (Table 4.1). 

Cells were lysed by vortexing with zirconia beads for 5 cycles of 1 minute shaking and 1 

minute cool down on ice. Beads were filtered from cell suspension using a custom setup 

which places a 15 ml falcon tube with punctured bottom (22G BD needle) inside the 

carved-out lid of a 50 ml falcon tube. The filtering apparatus was centrifuged at 500 x g for 

5 min at 4ºC. Supernatant was spun at 2,000 x g for 15 min at 4ºC, and then pellets were 

resuspended in buffer 2 (Table 4.1) and centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 15 min at 4ºC. Each 

round of centrifugation was performed twice, introducing clean buffer to ensure purity. 

Finally, pellets were resuspended in buffer P (Table 4.1) and phenol:chloroform:IAA (pH 

6.0). The suspension was incubated with shaking (1150 rpm Thermomixer) at 37ºC for 1 

hour. Tubes were spun at 13,000 rpm for 3 min at RT and the aqueous phase was transferred 
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to a new tube for precipitation with 3M Sodium Acetate pH 5.3 and 100% ethanol and 

incubation at -80ºC overnight. Samples were centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 30 min at 4ºC 

followed by a 1 ml cold 75% EtOH wash. Pellets were dried and resuspended in 80 µl of 

water for DNase treatment.  

Table 4.1 Buffers for nascent RNA purification 
Buffer 1 and 2 are sterile filtered and stored at 4ºC. Certain ingredients are added to 
each buffer aliquot immediately before use to avoid freeze/thaw cycles (labeled as 
fresh). Buffer P is sterile filtered and stored at room temp. 

SMIT Buffer 1 
components Stock Added to 200 ml 

final volume Final concentration 

HEPES pH 8.0 1 M 4 ml 20 mM 
KCl  1 M 12 ml 60 mM 
NaCl  5 M 600 µl 15 mM 
MgCl2  1 M 1 ml 5 mM 
CaCl2  1 M 200 µl 1 mM 
Triton X-100  10% 16 ml 0.8% 
Sucrose  fresh 17.12 g 0.25 M 
DTT (fresh) 1 M 1000x 1 mM 
PMSF (fresh) 200 mM 1000x 0.2 mM 
Spermidine (fresh) 250 mM 100x 2.5 mM 
Spermine (fresh) 500 mM 1000x 0.5 mM 
SMIT Buffer 2  
components Stock Added to 100 ml 

final volume Final concentration 

HEPES pH 7.6 1 M 2 ml 20 mM 
NaCl  5 M 9 ml 450 mM 
MgCl2  1 M 750 µl 7.5 mM 
EDTA 1 M 4 ml 20 mM 
Glycerol 70% 14.3 ml 10% 
NP-40 fresh 1 ml 1% 
Urea Fresh 12.01 g 2 M 
Sucrose  fresh 17.12 g 0.5 M 
DTT (fresh) 1 M 1000x 1 mM 
PMSF (fresh) 200 mM 1000x 0.2 mM 
SMIT Buffer P 
components, pH 5.0 Stock Added to 50 ml final 

volume Final concentration 

Sodium Acetate 3 M 833 µl 50 mM 
NaCl  5 M 500 µl 50 mM 
SDS 10% 2.5 ml 1% 
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 DNase digest 

10 µl 10x buffer and 10 µl TurboDNase (Ambion) were added and solution was incubated 

at 37ºC for 30 min. The solution was cleaned up using the Zymogen RNA purification kit 

and eluted in 85 µl of water. 5 µl were saved to check for RNA integrity on an agarose gel 

and 80 µl were used for another DNase treatment as before. Finally, RNA was eluted from 

the column with 150 µl water (yield ~2 ug). 

 PolyA+ RNA removal 

Removal of polyA+ RNA Oligo-dT coated cellulose was used (MicroPolyA Purist kit, Life 

technologies) and polyA- RNA was separated from polyA+ RNA following the 

manufacturer’s instructions. In short, RNA samples were denatured for 2 min at 70ºC and 

then equal amount of Lysis/Binding buffer (150 µl) were added. Solution was transferred 

to a new tube containing 30 µl of prepared beads by pipetting up and down 10 times. 

Samples were incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes and then placed on magnetic 

rack to separate beads and supernatant. Depletion was repeated 2 more times (no more 

addition of Lysis/Binding buffer needed). After the 3rd round of depletion, supernatant was 

cleaned up using the Zymogen RNA purification kit and samples were eluted in 11 µl and 

concentration was measured on the Nanodrop (yields ~ 3-6 µg total).  

 Adapter ligation 

3′ end ligation if a DNA adapter was used to label 3′ end of the nascent RNA and to create 

a universal template for reverse transcription. 600 ng of nascent RNA was used and 

nuclease free water was added to a total volume of 6 µl in PCR tubes. To each reaction 0.5 

µl adapter (50 pmol, see table for sequence) was added and samples were incubated at 65°C 

(cycler) for 10 min and left on ice ≥ 1 min. For overnight reaction, 2 µl ligation buffer, 10 
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µl PEG 50%, 1 ul T4 RNA ligase (truncated K227Q, NEB) and 1 µl RNaseOUT were 

added and mixed well (final 50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5, 25% 

PEG 8000, 40 U RNaseOUT, 200 U T4 RNA ligase II [truncated K227Q, NEB]). Extra 

samples with (+) and without (-) ligase enzyme were prepared for polyacrylamide gel 

confirmation of successful adapter ligation and RNA integrity. Reactions were incubated 

for 12 hours at 16°C. Unligated adapter and enzyme were removed using the Zymogen 

RNA purification kit. Samples were eluted in 13 µl water which was used as template for 

the reverse transcription reaction.  

 SMIT library preparation 

Adapter ligated nascent RNA served as template for reverse transcription using 

SuperScript™ III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol with 0.5 ul SMIT_RT primer (5 µM) (Table 5.3). cDNA samples were diluted 10-

fold for input into the first Phusion High-Fidelity (NEB) PCR with all 62 gene-specific 

forward primers pooled (1 µM each final) (Table 5.2) and adapter-specific reverse primer 

(SMIT_1st_5N_rev). A second round of PCR incorporates primers with Illumina adapters 

and barcodes (Table 5.3). Each PCR reaction was amplified for 15 cycles (30 cycles total).  

Reaction products were cleaned using the MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) after 

each reaction, yielding ~ 10 µg final library. 

 SMIT sequencing 

Samples were submitted to the Yale Center for Genome Analysis (YCGA) for size 

selection (250 bp – 1000 bp) and sequencing on Illumina HiSeq 2500 (High-Output Mode 

V4, paired-end, 2x75 bp read length). Up to 6 different samples were pooled per lane (~ 

50MIO reads/ sample).  
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 Data analysis 

Fastq files were filtered for read quality with the FASTX toolkit and 3′ end linker sequences 

were trimmed with cutadapt (Martin, 2011) in forward and reverse reads. PCR duplicates 

were removed with Prinseq (Schmieder and Edwards, 2011), followed by 5 nt random 3′ 

barcode removal with the FASTX toolkit. Reads were mapped with paired-end, splicing-

sensitive parameters using HISAT2 (Kim et al., 2019) to the S. cerevisiae genome. Custom 

scripts were written in R to extract splicing status and 3′ end position for plotting. Insert 

length bias correction was performed as described previously (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 

2016). 

 SMIT RT-PCR validation 

Nascent RNA was purified from chromatin as described above and depleted of polyA+ 

RNA. Samples were reverse transcribed with SuperScript III and random hexamers. Intron-

spanning primers amplified spliced and unspliced products which were qualitatively 

characterized on a 1% TBE-Agarose gel. Validation of Anchor-Away used random 

hexamer (Roche) RT priming, while deletion strain RT used gene-specific RT primers 

downstream of the PAS (Figure 5.6).  

 Nanopore sequencing 

 Library preparation and Sequencing 

PolyA+ depleted, nascent RNA was prepared as described above (Sections 4.2.2 -4.2.4). 

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) was depleted with up to three rounds of Terminator 5′-phosphate-

dependent exonuclease (Lucigen) followed by cleanup with the Zymogen Clean and 

Concentrator kit. rRNA-depleted nascent RNA was adapter ligated as in Section 4.2.5 and 
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50-100 ng used as input for a strand-switching reverse transcription with the SMARTer 

PCR cDNA synthesis kit (Takara) with a PAGE-purified, custom RT primer 

(899_CDS_RT, below). Double-stranded cDNA was amplified using Primer IIA from the 

Takara kit and the Advantage2 polymerase (Takara) for 12 cycles. Purified product was 

then end-prepped with the NEBNext Ultra II repair/dA-tailing module (NEB) and ligated 

to Nanopore barcode adapters (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, PCR Barcoding Kit, SQK-

PBK004) with Blunt TA/Ligase Master Mix (NEB). A second round of PCR using 

Nanopore barcode primers (ONT PCR Barcoding Kit) was performed with Advantage2 for 

8 cycles. AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter) beads were used to clean up the sample between 

each reaction with a ratio of 2:1 (beads:sample) until the final cleanup where a ratio of 

0.6:1 was used for size selection > 250 bp and eluted in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 with 50 

mM NaCl. Barcoded product was pooled for a total 25 ng and incubated with 1 µl RAP 

(ONT) for 5 min at room temp. MinION flow cells were brought to room temperature from 

4ºC storage and washed with flow cell priming mix as described in ONT protocol. Pooled 

library was combined with sequencing buffer and library beads per protocol and loaded 

onto the flow cell and immediately sequenced on the MinION device for 48 hours. Four 

samples were typically loaded per flow cell to attain ~1-2 million reads per sample. 

899_CDS_RT AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGTACATTGATGGTGCCTACAG 

 Data Processing and Analysis 

Raw fast5 files were basecalled with the high-accuracy model of Guppy 3.3.0 algorithm 

and demultiplexed with Qcat (https://github.com/nanoporetech/qcat). Barcode adapters 

were removed with Cutadapt (Martin, 2011) and reads were mapped to the S. cerevisiae 

genome with Minimap2 (Li, 2018). A custom script was written to filter out mapped reads 

https://github.com/nanoporetech/qcat
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with soft-clipped polyA stretches. Finally, only reads overlapping intron-containing genes 

were considered for this study, with a required 50 bp minimum overlap and a read start 

position no more than 100 bp downstream of the annotated TSS. 

Reads were classified into 3 groups regarding readthrough (RT) status. “Downstream RT” 

reads must start no later than 100 bp downstream of the TSS and terminate more than 150 

bp downstream of annotated PAS. “Upstream RT” reads begin more than 100 bp upstream 

of the TSS. If a read starts both upstream of the TSS and ends past the PAS (as would be 

the case for a read that covers multiple gene bodies), then it is assigned as “Upstream RT”. 

All other reads are considered “No RT”.  

 Genome annotation used 

For all experiments described here I used S. cerevisiae genome version 3 (sacCer3). For 

accurate representation of untranslated regions (UTRs) I matched experimentally derived 

UTR (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008) with the genome version used here. 

 Machine Learning 

Machine learning was performed on previously published SMIT data (Carrillo 

Oesterreich et al., 2016). Code for the model can be found at: 

https://github.com/carrillo/SMITproject/blob/master/smit_r/machineLearning.R 

  

https://github.com/carrillo/SMITproject/blob/master/smit_r/machineLearning.R
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5. Appendix 
 Machine Learning Model for Splicing Prediction 

The model was trained on both ½ max and saturation value parameters from the previously 

published SMIT data (Carrillo Oesterreich et al., 2016). The saturation value was 

calculated as the mean fraction spliced of the last 4 bins (30 nt/bin) of available data for 

each gene. ½ max is the Pol II position at which half of the saturation value is reached. The 

distribution of saturation values was much wider than that of ½ max, suggesting that most 

genes have a similar onset of splicing and reach more varying levels of final splicing 

fractions. Heterogeneity aids model prediction, as it looks to identify trends in the data. 

Accordingly, the model was unable to predict ½ max value but was able to predict 

saturation value (Figure 5.1).  
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Figure 5.1 Model is unsuccessful at predicting half-max value 
A. Observed position at which 50% of saturation value (1/2 max) is reached plotted 
against predicted 1//2 max position. Data was split into 80% training (grey) and 
20% holdout (black). Correlation coefficient (R2) indicated on plot.  B. Learned 
regression coefficients β are sorted by value and plotted. Feature groups with 
positive (green), negative (red), and no (grey) correlation are indicated. C. 
Reproduced from section 2.3.1 with same plotting as in A for saturation value. D. 
Same as B but for saturation value. 
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Table 5.1 Machine Learning Predictions 
All non-zero model components for saturation prediction. β value indicates relative 
importance of that feature group to the model’s performance. Feature group strings are 
composed of location, SRA access number, protein identifier, and window around 
location. 

β Value Feature Group Position Annotated 
Function 

0.262013404 

fiveSS_SRR1523033_Nab2_50ntDo
wnstream;threeSS_SRR1523033_Na
b2_50ntDownstream;threeSS_SRR15

23033_Nab2_50ntUpstream 

fiveSS 
threeSS Nab2: export 

0.141637948 

threeSS_SC_U1_Scer3_50ntUpstrea
m;threeSS_SC_U2_Scer3_50ntUpstr
eam;threeSS_SC_U5_Scer3_50ntUps

tream 

threeSS 
U1: splicing; U2: 

splicing; U5: 
splicing 

0.13033394 

polyASite_SRR1523026_Ist3_50ntU
pstream;polyASite_SRR1523029_M
pe1_50ntUpstream;polyASite_SRR1
523031_Mud1_50ntUpstream;polyA
Site_SRR1523034_Nam8_50ntUpstr
eam;polyASite_SRR1523036_Pap1_
50ntUpstream;polyASite_SRR15230

39_Snp1_50ntUpstream 

polyA 

Ist3: splicing; 
Mpe1 3' end 
processing; 

Mud1: splicing; 
Nam8: splicing; 

Pap1: 3' end 
processing; 

Snp1: splicing 

0.123784504 
polyASite_IP.Gbp2_Scer3_50ntDow
nstream;polyASite_IP.Gbp2_Scer3_5

0ntUpstream 
polyA Gbp2: 3' end 

processing 

0.113969147 

fiveSS_IP.TAP.Tho2_Scer3_50ntDo
wnstream;fiveSS_IP.TAP.Tho2_Scer
3_50ntUpstream;fiveSS_Ser2P_Input
Normalized_Scer3_50ntDownstream;
fiveSS_Ser2P_InputNormalized_Scer

3_50ntUpstream 

fiveSS 
Tho2: 

elongation; Ser2: 
elongation 

0.094677836 
fiveSS_IP.Mft1_Scer3_50ntDownstre
am;fiveSS_IP.Mft1_Scer3_50ntUpstr

eam 
fiveSS Mft1: elongation 

0.08044451 
polyASite_Thr4P_Scer3_50ntDownst
ream;polyASite_Thr4P_Scer3_50ntU

pstream 
polyA Thr4P: 

elongation 

0.078718025 terminalExonGCContent other 
terminal exon 
GC content: 
elongation 
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0.075647557 
polyASite_SRR1523037_Pub1_50nt
Downstream;polyASite_SRR152303

7_Pub1_50ntUpstream 
polyA Pub1: 3' end 

processing 

0.071139196 

polyASite_SC_U1_Scer3_50ntDown
stream;polyASite_SC_U2_Scer3_50n
tDownstream;polyASite_SC_U5_Sce

r3_50ntDownstream 

polyA 
U1: splicing; U2: 

splicing; U5: 
splicing 

0.036028723 polyASite_SRR1523042_Yra1_50nt
Downstream polyA Yra1: export 

0.034906804 

fiveSS_IP.Gbp2_Scer3_50ntDownstr
eam;fiveSS_IP.Gbp2_Scer3_50ntUps
tream;fiveSS_IP.Npl3_Scer3_50ntDo
wnstream;fiveSS_IP.Npl3_Scer3_50n
tUpstream;polyASite_Ser2P_InputNo
rmalized_Scer3_50ntDownstream;pol
yASite_Ser2P_InputNormalized_Sce

r3_50ntUpstream 

fiveSS 
polyA 

Gbp2: 3' end 
processing; 

Npl3: export; 
Ser2-P: 

elongation 

0.034672598 

threeSS_IP.aSub2_Scer3_50ntDowns
tream;threeSS_IP.aSub2_Scer3_50nt
Upstream;threeSS_Nrd1_Scer3_50nt
Downstream;threeSS_Nrd1_Scer3_5
0ntUpstream;threeSS_Pcf11_InputAn
dMockNormalized_Scer3_50ntDown
stream;threeSS_Pcf11_InputAndMoc
kNormalized_Scer3_50ntUpstream;th
reeSS_Rtt103_Scer3_50ntDownstrea
m;threeSS_Rtt103_Scer3_50ntUpstre
am;threeSS_Spt6deltaC_InputNormal
ization_Scer3_50ntDownstream;three
SS_Spt6deltaC_InputNormalization_

Scer3_50ntUpstream 

threeSS 

Sub2: splicing; 
Nrd1: 3' end 
processing; 

Pcf11: 3' end 
processing; 

Rtt103: 3'end 
processing; 
Spt6DeltaC: 

inactive 
elongation 

0.027394976 polyASite_SRR1523026_Ist3_50ntD
ownstream polyA Ist3: splicing 

0.000287952 
polyASite_SRR343339_mnase_50nt
Downstream;polyASite_SRR343339

_mnase_50ntUpstream 
polyA Mnase: 

chromatin 

7.51E-06 
threeSS_SRR343339_mnase_50ntDo
wnstream;threeSS_SRR343339_mna

se_50ntUpstream 
threeSS Mnase: 

chromatin 

-0.000823405 terminalExonLength   
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-0.036863396 BPSRank;BPSLevenshteinDistance other BPS: splice site 
strength 

-0.058349216 
fiveSS_SRR583969_h3k4me3Rep1_
50ntUpstream;fiveSS_SRR583970_h

3k4me3Rep2_50ntUpstream 
fiveSS H3K4me3: 

chromatin 

-0.114566538 X5SSRank;X5SSLevenshteinDistanc
e other 5SS: splice site 

strength 

-0.14243186 

fiveSS_SRR1523038_Rna15_50ntDo
wnstream;threeSS_SRR1523038_Rn
a15_50ntDownstream;fiveSS_SRR15
23038_Rna15_50ntUpstream;threeSS
_SRR1523038_Rna15_50ntUpstream 

fiveSS 
threeSS 

Rna15: 3' end 
processing 

-0.155177712 
fiveSS_SC_U2_Scer3_50ntDownstre
am;fiveSS_SC_U2_Scer3_50ntUpstr

eam 
fiveSS U2: splicing 

-0.193930073 
polyASite_SRR488715_h3k9acRep2
_50ntDownstream;polyASite_SRR48

8715_h3k9acRep2_50ntUpstream 
polyA H3K9ac: 

chromatin 

-0.202983428 
threeSS_IP.aYra1_Scer3_50ntDowns
tream;threeSS_IP.aYra1_Scer3_50nt

Upstream 
threeSS Yra1: export 

-0.298257312 PolyPyGCContent other 
PolyPyGC: 
splice site 
strength 

-0.409010528 polyASite_SRR1523043_Yth1_50nt
Upstream polyA Yth1: 3' end 

processing 

-0.461094358 
threeSS_SRR583969_h3k4me3Rep1
_50ntUpstream;threeSS_SRR583970

_h3k4me3Rep2_50ntUpstream 
threeSS H3K4me3: 

chromatin 

-0.682882832 
polyASite_SRR654067_h2az_50ntD
ownstream;polyASite_SRR654067_h

2az_50ntUpstream 
polyA H2Az: 

chromatin 
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 SMIT optimization 

Before preparing SMIT libraries for the deletion and AA strains, we optimized the protocol 

and analysis pipeline to increase efficiency and accuracy of the technique. We used a subset 

of 24 genes for optimization.  

 Protocol optimization 

Two primary goals drove our optimization strategy. First, in the original protocol, ever 

gene assayed with SMIT was PCR amplified in a separate reaction, which quickly becomes 

unwieldy to manage experimentally and not cost-effective when performing SMIT for 

many genes in many samples. Therefore, our first goal was to test whether pooling gene-

specific forward primers (Table 5.2) would have an impact on our results and 

interpretations (Figure 5.2). Second, size bias is introduced into the sample during PCR 

amplification, which preferentially amplifies shorter molecules, which may lead us to 

detect more spliced transcripts than unspliced at a given location. This bias is corrected 

bioinformatically (explained further below), however, we wanted to test ways of reducing 

this bias biochemically by including a forward only PCR reaction. This unique PCR 

strategy uses only a forward primer and therefore repeatedly generates only one strand of 

the DNA molecule, generating a linear increase in product rather than the exponential 

increase of traditional PCR. We reasoned that inclusion of a linear amplification step could 

reduce the number of traditional PCR cycles we needed for a library. We found that insert 

size was unaffected by pooling primers and by amplification under 35 cycles (Figure 5.3), 

therefore we settled on Protocol 2 (pooled primers and 30 PCR cycles) moving forward.  
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Figure 5.2 SMIT optimization strategy 
Each version of the SMIT protocol is described in the boxes above with the 
sequencing index number colored accordingly.  

 

Figure 5.3 Results from optimization trials 
A. Mean insert size per gene in the original protocol data set (1) plotted against the 
pooled primer protocol dataset (2). Linear fit (black line) r- and p-value are 
indicated. B. Histogram of insert size distribution between 0 and 1500 bp in different 
protocols. Data sets are color coded by the number of PCR cycles indicated in 
legend. 
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Table 5.2 SMIT gene-specific forward primers 
SMIT primers all begin with the universal 5’ start primer sequence (overhang) 
followed by a gene-specific sequence. Primer numbers are for internal reference and 
can be found in -20°C storage. All primers ordered with desalt purification. 

Systematic 
name Sequence Primer 

number 

Intron 
length 
(bp) 

Universal 5′ 
start 

GACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT 
 

  

YNL265C CTCCGTCAATGATTCCGTTC 16 105 
YGL030W CAATTAATCAATATACGCAGAGATG 114 230 
YDR025W CCACTGAATTAACCGTTCAATCCGAG 78_new 339 
YDR064W AAATGGGTCGTATGCACAGT 79 539 
YHR021C AAAACACACCAGATAATTAGTGCAT 138 550 
YML024W GTCAAGATCTCGAGACTAGCAATAAC 202_new 398 
YFL039C ATTTACTGAATTAACAATGGATTCTG 109 308 
YBR189W GAAAGCAACAAGACAACTAAGACTAAGC 53_new 413 
YFR031C-A AAGAAACCATTAGATCAATAAGCAA 111 147 
YAL003W GCTGACAAGTCATACATTGAAGG 34 366 
YBR082C CGTATTGCTAAAGAACTAAGTGA 

TCTAGAAAG 45_new 95 

YDL130W CCGCTGGTGCTAATGTCG 71 301 
YBL087C CGGTGCTCAAGGTACTAAGTTT 41 504 
YGR214W GTTGGCTGCTAACACTCACTTAGG 131_new 455 
YDL191W CCGTAGAATAGGTACAGTGAGACA 75 491 
YDL136W CGATAAAGAACCAAATAGGACTAAAAA 72 405 
YML056C TTTCTCTGGCTTCCCAGTTA 207 408 
YMR242C CAAGTCTTTTAAGGAAAAACAGTGCGG 221_new 477 
YPL218W GTTGGGATATTTTTGGTTGGT 255 139 
YJL001W TGAAAAAGGGCGAAGTCAGT 27 116 
YDR129C CCAAAACACAATGAATATTGTCAAA 82 111 
YDL125C CTTGATGCTGCCTGTATTTTT 70 111 
YPR028W TCACTCTCAAATGAAACAATTCG 31 133 
YDL029W AATGGACCCACATAATCCAA 63 123 
YCR028C-A CAATGAACCTCAAATCAATTTTT 60 83 
YER133W CTAGAGTTAGAAGCCCCAATTAAA 104 525 
YLR093C TTATATTTTTACCAAATGAAACGCT 185 141 
YMR225C ATCCCTTTGGCAAGGAAG 219 147 
YDR381W AGGGACATTAAGCAGGATGC 29 766 
YBR078W GCTATTCTAAGTGCCTCCGC 24 330 
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YHR001W-A TTAAAACTAACCTCAATGGCG 135 63 
YPR063C GCCCGACCTTTGTGTTTC 260 86 
YDR092W ATCATTACCCAAGAGAATAATCAAG 80 268 
YDL012C TCTGCCTCCAAACAAAGC 62 86 
YBR230C CAGCATCTCATAATATGTCTGCAA 56 97 
YNL112W GTTGCTACTGATGTGGCCG 28 1002 
YBL050W TGTCAGACCCTGTAGAGTTATTGAA 22 116 
YBL040C GCAATGAATCCGTTTAGAATCTT 38 97 
YPR187W CATGTCAGACTACGAGGAGGC 263 76 
YDR139C TCAACAAAGACTTATATTCCAGGG 83 73 
YPL081W GAAAACTAATACAGCAACAGAAA 

TACAAAAGTATAC 248_new 501 

YGR183C AACAATAGCAATACGGACTAAAATG 130 213 
YJL191W CAATAACAATTAAGAATGGCTAACG 163 408 
YDL219W CGTCGATTCAAAAGTTATTTCAAG 76 71 
YER003C AGCTGTTCAGGTTAGATGCAG 95 93 
YNL312W CTAGTTTAAGCATATACATAATGGCAA 236 108 
YDL064W TGTGTCTACAGCGTCTTCAGG 30 110 
YDR059C GCCAAGGAATTAAGTGATTTAGGGAG 15_new 90 
YJL041W AGTAATAAGCTCTGATCGTTTTGAA 158 118 
YGL137W GGACACGATGAAGTTGGATATAAA 120 200 
YNR053C TGGTACCTACCTGGGTTGC 237 531 
YMR033W GCTCCATTTAGGCAGGACAG 25 86 
YDR005C CCTAAAGAATCACGACAATGAAA 77 80 
YKR095W-A AAACGGGAAAAGTCACTGGA 8 75 
YMR194C-B TCCATGCCAGAAGGAGGC 217 72 
YHR077C AATACATTGGACAGAAATTATGGAC 141 113 
YMR079W GCCCTAAAACACAATGGTTACA 213 156 
YHR101C TGCAAAACCAGACCAATGTT 3 87 
YER093C-A GGGCCATAAAAGTACGAAAAT 101 75 
YOR153W ACTAGCTACTCCTCCGCGTC 898 NA 
YAL012W CGAACCCATTTCTTTGTCCA 18 NA 
YBR152W AGAGCATCCAGACCAAAACG 19 NA 
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Table 5.3 SMIT generic primers 
SMIT_2ndPCR_fwd_index includes a 6 bp barcode (XXXXXX) that are listed below 
(SMIT_index1-10). SMIT_1st_5N_rev and SMIT_2ndPCR_rev primers are PAGE 
purified; all others are HPLC purified. 

Name Sequence 
 

SMIT 3′ end adaptor 
 

/5rApp/NNNNNCTGTAGGCACCATCAAT/3ddC/ 

SMIT_RT GATTGATGGTGCCTACAG 

SMIT_1st_5N_rev TTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTNNNNN
GATTGATGGTGCCTACAG 

SMIT_2ndPCR_rev AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTC
TTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTT 

SMIT_2ndPCR_fwd_index CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT-
XXXXXXGTGACTGGAGTTC-
AGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT 

SMIT_index1 CGTGAT 
SMIT_index2 ACATCG 
SMIT_index3 GCCTAA 
SMIT_index4 TGGTCA 
SMIT_index5 CACTGT 
SMIT_index6 ATTGGC 
SMIT_index7 GATCTG 
SMIT_index8 TCAAGT 
SMIT_index9 CTGATC 
SMIT_index10 AAGCTA 

 

PCR is necessary for nearly all sequencing techniques, but amplification can bias the 

sample for shorter transcriptions. Since intron removal shortens the transcript, this would 

make it easier to detect spliced reads than unspliced reads. To correct for this bias, we 

include three intronless controls whose inset size (length of the RNA transcript) 

distribution we can more easily correct (without the complication of partial intron removal) 

and apply this same correction to our intron-containing genes. We can see that detection of 
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insert sizes falls off increasingly towards the end of the gene (Figure 5.4), meaning that the 

beginning of the curve is more reliable than more distant Pol II positions.  

 

Figure 5.4 Insert size distribution of reads from intronless genes 
Two examples of insert size distributions from different SMIT datasets. Counts (y-
axis) of insert sizes (x-axis) are shown on a natural log scale. Cutoffs are set 
manually (red) to define region for calculation of slope from best linear fit (blue).  

 Analysis optimization 

We realized that reads with Pol II positions further away from the 3′ SS became 

increasingly difficult to detect and thus the data was less reliable. So, we shifted our 

analysis to focus to the beginning of the curve (Figure 5.4). Additional pipeline 

optimization included updates of mapping software from older algorithms to Hisat2 and 

plotting of SMIT curves with Loess model fitting and 1 std. dev. confidence intervals. 

 SMIT Replicate analysis 

Determining the number of replicates to perform for SMIT experiments is a balance 

between cost efficiency and accuracy. Six genes were chosen for extensive replication to 

ascertain how much variation should be expected. We were surprised to find that some 

genes were highly variable (YBR082C, Figure 5.5), while others were highly reproducible. 
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All samples were processed side-by-side except for replicate 5 which had to be reprocessed 

separately and the subsequent increase in variability arising from this sample can be seen 

in the data for two genes (YPR028W and YJL191W). 

 

Figure 5.5 SMIT replicates reveal natural variation in some genes 
Nine SMIT replicates are shown for six genes. All samples were prepared in parallel 
with the exception of Replicate 5.  
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 SMIT experiments  

Table 5.4 Deletion strain cloning primers 
These primers have the homology arms for the locus in the primer name as well as 
regions that prime the KanMX deletion cassette. 

Primer name Sequence (5′ to 3′) 

416_H2Az_UP45L 
 

GGACTCTATTATACTTCAGTCGGAAAAAATATC
GTTAAATTCAATTTCGCACTATAGCCGCACGT 

417_H2Az_DN45L  

ATGATACAGACGTTAATATGGATAGAATGAGG
ATACAGGAGCAGGGAGAATTACGGGAAATGGG
AA 

418_Rtt103_UP45L  AATATAAGTACAAGCGAAGAAGGTTTTAACGA
AGAGGTAGAAAATTTGAAGAAAGCAATAATCC
A 

419_Rtt103_DN45L  TACGAAAAAAGACTGGACTTAAACGGGTTACT
ATATATTTGTATAAGTTATCTCCTTGTTTTCTT 

422_Pub1_UP45L 
 

TAGAGTTTAATCTTCCCTTCTATCATCTTAATAG
CAGGTTCATAATAAGAAGATTACCACATCTA 

423_Pub1_DN45L  

CTTTTTTTATTTTATCTTGGGATTTGTAGGTTGC
CTCTCTTTATTCTTTCTTTTTGTTTCATTCC 

424_Gbp2_UP45L  

AATCAATTATATTGAGGATTTCCCATTAGAAAT
AAGCTATGGGCGAAAAGGAAACAAACATCAGC 

425_Gbp2_DN45L 
 

GTTATTTATAACCCGCCCGCTTCCTTATTATTTA
TACGTTATCATAAAGTACACAGGTCATGGTT 

426_Npl3_UP45L  

AGAAAAATAATTTCCTCTCTTCTAAATATATAT
ACTTTTGAAGGAATCAAAATTAAGCAATTACG 

427_Npl3_DN45L  

TTCTCAGTCTCATATTTAAGTTTTAAAACAATTC
ATATCTTTTGTTAATTTCTCCTTTTTTTTTCTCAA
CTATATAAATGGCTTACGGTGTCGGTCTCGT 

874_Tho2_UP45Kan 
 

CAGTTGATACATATTCGCACCAGTATACATTTT
CAGGACTTTATGGATGTCCACGAGGTCTCTTTC
TATCCGCGATGGCTGGTCGTACGCTGCAGGTCG
ACGG 

875_Tho2_DN45Kan 
 

GTACACGTTAAAATTCAGCTCGGGTATGTTAAG
TACTAGTAATTACGGTGTCGGTCTCGTAGAACA
TCTCGCAAGGCGGGTAATCGATGAATTCGAGCT
CGTTTTCGAC 
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Table 5.5 Deletion strain validation primers 
These primers were used for sanger sequencing validation of proper cassette insertion 
into the locus of choice. KanB and KanC prime sequences within the cassette out into 
the surrounding genomic region. All other primers prime regions just outside the 
homology arm sequence and read into the cassette.  

Primer name Sequence (5′ to 3′) 

300_KanB CTGCAGCGAGGAGCCGTAAT 
301_KanC TGATTTTGATGACGAGCGTAAT 

302_H2Az_A TCCATGCTAGATTAGCACACAGTAA 
303_H2Az_B TATTCCAACACAGCAGTCAAATAAA 
304_H2Az_C GTTAGATTCTTTGATCAGGGCTACA 
305_H2Az_D CTTTTGTAGGTGTCCTTAATTTCCA 
308_Rtt103_A GTTTCTTTTTGATAGGTCCTTCCTC 
309_Rtt103_B AAAATCTTTCAATTTCTGGGGTAAC 
310_Rtt103_C TGAGTTAGATATAGAAGGCCACGTC 
311_Rtt103_D ATAAAAAGTTTAGAAAAGCGCGAAT 
317_Pub1_A ACTCGTTCTCTTTTCATCATTTTGT 
833_Pub1_B TCGGTGATAGCTTTGTCTAGGTTAC 
834_Pub1_C GGTTTACCTCCTCAAGTAAATCCTC 
835_Pub1_D AAAGAAAGCCTTCAGAAAATACGTT 
326_Gbp2_A TATCCTGAAACGACCACTTTTTATC 
830_Gbp2_B TCTCTTTCAACAATTGGACCTAAAG 
831_Gbp2_C CCTTGAAGATACCAGAGGTACTGAA 
832_Gbp2_D ATAAAGACAATAGCACAACCCAGAG 
314_Npl3_A GGCTTATTGATTACAATTGCTTGTT 
836_Npl3_B GGCAATTTAGAGTAAACAACTTCCA 
837_Npl3_C TACGATAGTCCTAGAGGTGGTTACG 
838_Npl3_D AAGGATGTTAAATGTTATCATGGGA 
323_Tho2_A ATTTACATGTTCTGAATGAGAAGGC 
839_Tho2_B GGGAGAATTTTCATCGTTTTTATTT 
840_Tho2_C CGAATAAAAGATTCAAGAAGGATGA 
841_Tho2_D CGATAAAAGAAAGAACGGTTTGTTA 
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 RT-PCR validation for deletion strain SMIT 

 

Figure 5.6 RT-PCR detects no change in relative levels of spliced vs unspliced 
species between WT and htz1Δ 
1% TBE-agarose gels show RT-PCR products for three genes with high levels of 
H2A.Z. Upper band is unspliced product and lower band is spliced product. cDNA 
input was diluted 3x and 9x for triplicate PCR as indicated by black triangle above 
gels.  
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 RT-PCR validation for Nab2 Anchor-Away SMIT 

 

Figure 5.7 RT-PCR validates SMIT results for Nab2-AA 
SMIT curves for validated genes are shown on the left with Nab2-AA time points 
overlaid in red and Control-AA time points overlaid in grey. Legend is above the 
top curve. Corresponding RT-PCR products on 1% agarose gels (right) show levels 
of spliced and unspliced product indicated by grey gene annotation on the right. Top 
gene is an example of no change in splicing, second gene from the top is an example 
where splicing improves during Nab2-AA depletion, and all others are examples of 
a reduction in splicing.  
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Table 5.6 RT-PCR validation primers for AA strains 
Forward (Fwd) and reverse (Rev) intron-spanning primers are listed 5′ to 3′ for each 
gene indicated. Product size for spliced and unspliced are listed to the right. 

Gene Direction Primer Sequences Unspliced 
(bp) 

Spliced 
(bp) 

YBR230C Fwd 
Rev 

CCGACGTAACCCTATTCCAA 
GGTGGTGACCGTCTTCAGAG 
 

223 126 

YDL064W Fwd 
Rev 

CACACACTGGCACCATTTTT 
CATGGACCCATCAGCTTTCT 
 

248 138 

YPR063C Fwd 
Rev 

TACTCCGCTGCTACCTCCTC 
GATATGCTTGGTGTGGCAGA 
 

210 124 

YBR082C Fwd 
Rev 

GGAAAATCACTATCGCCACAA 
CCGGCTGAACATGAAGTAGG 
 

245 150 

YDR129C Fwd 
Rev 

GGGGCGAAGTTTATAATGAAGA 
TCAATGGCTCTGAACTTTTCAA 
 

327 216 

YDL012C Fwd 
Rev 

ATTTACGCAACCGAAAAGGA 
AGACGCCGTTTCATATCCTG 
 

247 161 

YDR139C Fwd 
Rev 

GGGATTCCACCATCTCAACA 
AAGTGGAGTTGCATTCCCTCTA 
 

177 104 

YMR225C Fwd 
Rev 

TTCTTCCCTGAACCGTTTTG 
GGTGGAATGGCAGCAAGTA 
 

369 222 

YHR001W-A Fwd 
Rev 

CAAAAGCGCAAGTCGAATAA 
CCGAAATGTAGACCAGTTTTTG 
 

172 109 
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 RT-PCR validation of Nab2-induced transcriptional readthrough 

 

Figure 5.8 Validation of increased readthrough upon Nab depletion 
RT-PCR was performed for three genes by reverse transcribing nascent RNA from 
Control-AA or Nab2-AA cells with random hexamers. PCR was performed with a 
common forward primer (black) and reverse primers in either the gene body (green) 
or the region downstream of the polyA site (orange). PCR products are visualized 
on agarose gels and show increased signal in the lanes corresponding to 
Downstream Readthrough for the Nab2-AA 10- and 30-minute samples compared 
to the Control-AA lanes.  
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 Cloning Auxin-Inducible Degron strains 

After sequence validation of the transformants, total protein content was extracted from the 

yeast by TCA precipitation after 0, 30, 60, and 90 minutes of auxin or ethanol treatment. 

Auxin is only soluble in ethanol, so ethanol alone serves as the control.  

 

Figure 5.9 Time course of auxin-induced depletion 
Cells were grown in YPAD and auxin (+ auxin) or ethanol (- auxin) was added for 
the indicated time period in minutes. Whole cell extract was run on polyacrylamide 
gels and transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes for western blotting with an 
anti-Myc antibody. Constitutively expressed Tir1-myc served as loading control. 
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Table 5.7 Plasmids for AID strains 
Bacterial stocks harboring the following plasmids were generously given to us by 
Mark Hochstrasser. The ID number is for location in the -80C bacterial stock storage 
(stored in 75% LB saturated culture, 25% glycerol). Bacterial strain is TOP10F′ and 
plasmids are all derived from pFA6a with Amp resistance. (Morawska and Ulrich, 
2013) 

ID 
number Name Yeast drug resistance 

638 pNAT-AID*-9Myc Clonat 
639 pHyg-AID*-6HA HygromycinB 
640 pHyg-AID*-6FLAG HygromycinB 
641 pHyg-AID*-GFP HygromycinB 
642 pHyg-AID*-9myc HygromycinB 
643 pKan-AID*-9myc G418 

 

 

Table 5.8 Primers used in cloning of AID tagged strains 
Capital letters denote genomic sequences while lowercase letters base pair to the 
plasmid. These primers were used either to amplify linear products for transformation 
off the plasmids in the previous table or to sequence validate proper transformation. 
All primers were ordered with desalt purification. I did not end up using all the AID-
tagged strains that I generated with these primers here. 

Primer Name  Sequence (5′ to 3′)  
968_pKan-AID-9myc-
fwd 

CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC 

969_pKan-AID-9myc-
rev 

TCGATGAATTCGAGCTCG 

972_ysh1_aid_fwd GGGTGGAAAGCCTCTTAAATATTGGTGGTAATTTGG
TCACACCGCTATGTcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

973_ysh1_aid_rev GGTTTGGTATTACTTCTATAAAGTAGTCTACTTAGT
ATGCGTAACTGTTTcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

974_spt5_aid_fwd ACCAAGGAAATAAGTCAAACTATGGTGGTAACAGT
ACATGGGGAGGTCATcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

975_spt5_aid_rev TTAAAGTCTTTTTTATTGATTTCTTCTTGGGTGATAT
TGGTTCTCCTTTTGGTGAcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

976_prp2_aid_fwd CACAAATCTTTAAAGATTTAATTGACGATAAAACA
AATAGGGGGAGGCGGcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 
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977_prp2_aid_rev AGAATGGAGCCTGCGTTTCTAGCAATACACATACAC
CTGTCAAAAAACCTcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

978_prp5_aid_fwd AAGAGGGGGTCGTAAAGGCTGCAAGCTTGTCTTTG
AAGAGTACTAAATACcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

979_prp5_aid_rev GAACTAACTACGAAAGTATATAGCACCACGAGTGA
GTTAAATTCTAAAAAcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

980_prp16_aid_fwd ACGGCAAAGAAAATTCAATGAAACCTTTCAAAAGA
AGGAAGCCTTTTTTTcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

981_prp16_aid_rev TATAATAACATATATGAATATTTTGCCTATTAGCAC
GCTCTTCCCATAAAcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

982_prp22_aid_fwd GACTAAGCTCAATAAGGCAGTCAAGGGAAAGGGCA
TTAGGTATCAAGAGGcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

983_prp22_aid_rev ATATAGGTCTATAAAACTCGATAATTATAATGCATA
AAAAGCTAACAATGcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

984_nab2_aid_fwd CTCCTCCGCAAACCAGTTTTACGCACCAAGAACAA
GATACGGAAATGAACcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

985_nab2_aid_rev ATCAAAAGGGTCACAGGAACATGAATTTCGTTCCG
TGATTTTAATAGTAAcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

986_npl3_aid_fwd GAGATGCATACAGAACCAGAGATGCTCCACGTGAA
AGATCACCAACCAGGcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

987_npl3_aid_rev ACAATTCATATCTTTTGTTAATTTCTCCTTTTTTTTTC
TCAACTATATAAATGGCcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

988_rad53_aid_fwd GGGCAAAATTGGACCAAACCTCAAAAGGCCCCGAG
AATTTGCAATTTTCGcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

989_rad53_aid_rev ATCTTCTCTCTTAAAAAGGGGCAGCATTTTCTATGG
GTATTTGTCCTTGGcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

990_rtt103_aid_fwd CCGGAGGGGTTTCTTCTAGTATACAAGACTTGTTAA
GTAAGCTTGCAAATcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 
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991_rtt103_aid_rev ATATATTTGTATAAGTTATCTCCTTGTTTTCTTTTTA
CTCAACCATCATAcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

992_pcf11_check ATCTGGTGAATGGGTTTGGA 
993_ysh1_check GGGTGAAGCAAATCTCAAGG 
994_prp2_check CATAAGGAAAAGGCGCAGAG 
995_nab2_check CACCCAATTCAAACGTTCCT 
996_prp5_check ATTGATCGAAGGCCAAGATG 
997_prp16_check AATGATCAGGAGGCCACAAC 
998_prp22_check TCGAAGTAGCGCCTCATTTT 
999_rad53_check GCAAACAGCCGAAGAAAAAG 
1000_rtt103_check CGCTAATGACATACCGGAAAA 
1001_spt5_check TACAAGAGATGGCGGAGCTT 
1002_kanR tcgatagattgtcgcacctg 
1003_prp22_check2 GAACGCTGCTAAGCGAGACT 
1004_npl3_check2 TGACAATCCTCCACCAATCA 
1005_rtt103_check2 TATGAAGTGGGGGATGGAGA 
1006_pcf11_check2 AGCATTTGGACTGGCATTTC 
1007_nab2_check2 ACCTCCGGTTGAAAAGTCCT 

1008_pcf11_fwd2 CAAATCTAATAGTGGCAAGGTCGGTTTGGATGACTT
AAAGAAATTGGTCACAAAAcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

1009_pcf11_rev2 TAATATAATATATAGTTATTAAATTTAAATGTATAT
ATGCAGTTCTGCTCcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

1010_nab2_fwd ACCTCCGGTTGAAAAGTCCT 

1011_nab2_rev TCCAATTATGCGATGCATGT 

1014_prp3_aid_fwd GTACGCTGGGTCAGTTTGATTCAGAGCATTTTTATT
CACCTGTTCAAACGcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

1015_prp3_aid_rev GTAAAATAATATTTAATATGAAACAAAGCGTATCA
TTTTGTAGACACCGATAcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

1016_prp9_aid_fwd GTAATGAGTAAGAAGGTCTACGATGAACTTAAGAA
GCAAGGTTTGGTGcctaaagatccagccaaacctccgg 

1017_prp9_aid_rev CATACAACTGCTATCTATCAAACAAATATACATATC
ACAGAGAGATTcagtatagcgaccagcattcacata 

1018_kan_rev_check gcgcctttttagctagtgga 

1019_prp9_fwd_check CGACGCACTTTTGAAAGACA 

1020_prp3_fwd_check AACGTTGAAAAGCCGACAGT 
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 Reverse transcription for long read sequencing 

Processivity of the reverse transcriptase (RT) enzyme is a major limitation for both short- 

and long-read RNA sequencing strategies, but is especially noticeable among long reads. 

A striking feature of long read sequencing data is the abundance of reads that do not align 

to a transcription start site (TSS) but instead originate within a gene body. These partial 

reads are filtered out for analyses presented here, although the presence of the 3′ end 

adapter sequence validates a true nascent RNA end and these reads could be used for Pol 

II density and other such analyses. Whether these reads represent RNA degradation 

products or incomplete RT is difficult to distinguish, however synthetic spike in controls 

suggest these reads are the result of RT falloff. Spike ins are in vitro transcribed and pooled 

with the sample near the end of the protocol where they are unlikely to experience breakage 

from the previous cell lysis and stringent purification steps. Additionally, we know the 

amount of incomplete RT is substantial for the enzymes commonly used in the field (Zhao 

et al., 2018), and while we cannot quantify what portion of partial reads can be attributed 

to this, we know they exist as a large fraction. Recently, Morgan Vanderwall began 

adapting use of the Marathon Reverse Transcriptase in her rotation for our sequencing 

library protocols because this RT has significantly reduced falloff (Zhao et al., 2018), 

however further optimization is still required to ensure the strand-switching activity is 

robust enough for sequencing. Marathon RT in its current form would be ideal for targeted 

long read sequencing experiments, however, overcoming the limitations of MMLV-based 

enzymes such as SuperScript III or IV and SMARTscribe. Alternatively, direct Nanopore 

sequencing of RNA eliminates the need for the RT step (synthesizing a single cDNA strand 
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can promote sequencing by eliminating secondary structure, but is not strictly required), 

however fewer reads are collected (Garalde et al., 2018).  

 Spt5-AID long read sequencing of nRNA 

Leonard Schärfen prepared nascent RNA from Spt5-AID samples during his rotation, 

sequenced on the minION, and analyzed the data with my assistance. He also wrote a script 

used for analyzing the coverage downstream of the PAS (Figure 5.10). We chose to target 

Spt5 for degradation because of a published report that found a readthrough phenotype 

associated with Spt5 in 4tU-seq experiments (Figure 5.10) (Baejen et al., 2017). A 

preliminary sequencing dataset that we generated did not agree with this finding, although 

this sample produced fewer reads than usual on the minION. Our reports are in agreement 

with their data that Pcf11 depletion induces readthrough. The Spt5 phenotype is less 

pronounced than that of Pcf11 or Ysh1, therefore it is possible that the different techniques, 

time points, and sequencing methods may produce slightly varied results.  
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Figure 5.10 Spt5-AID long read sequencing data 
Nuclear depletion with Anchor-Away of Spt5, Pcf11, or Ysh1 generates increased 
coverage of signal downstream of the PAS as measured by short read sequencing of 
new RNA (4tU-labeled RNA). Our long read nascent RNA sequencing disagrees 
with this conclusion for Spt5 but is in agreement for Pcf11. 
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 Prp2-AID long read sequencing of nRNA 

Splicing is only mildly affected by depletion of Prp2-AID (Figure 5.11), despite efficient 

degradation of the construct (Figure 5.9). Therefore, we continued tagging other splicing 

factors (such as Prp9 and Prp3) to achieve more robust inhibition of splicing.   

 

Figure 5.11 Prp2-AID has minimal impact on fraction spliced 
Nanopore sequencing reads from control (teal) or auxin-treated (orange) samples of 
Prp2-AID are aligned to 3 different genes. Thick lines in darker colors are unspliced 
reads, while lighter colors are spliced reads. Arrows indicate direction of 
transcription. YDL083C control reads are faded out because there were too many to 
display. 
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 Read strand issue with Nanopore sequencing 

Correct identification of the 3′ end adapter should unambiguously determine which strand 

the transcript arose from. Strangely, a non-trivial fraction of reads are classified on the 

unexpected strand (e.g. aligning to the opposite strand of an ORF) (blue; Figure 5.12). I 

believe this to be a computational aberration because these reads are spliced at sites which 

do not harbor consensus splice sites on the reverse strand. Consistent with a computational 

issue, aberrant reads also arise from the in vitro transcribed spike in (~7% of reads), 

eliminating the possibility that these are biologically relevant. For this reason, I avoided 

analyses that quantified 3′ end (Pol II) density, as this example indicates such an analysis 

would be unreliable.  

 
Figure 5.12 Example of reads with incorrect strandedness 
Nanopore reads are aligned to genomic sequence (5′ to 3′; top). Arrows indicate 
read strand, either forward (red) or reverse (blue).  
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 S. cerevisiae strains 

Table 5.9 Strains of budding yeast 
All yeast stocks are stored in the -80C common tower in 75% YPAD (overnight 
culture) and 25% glycerol.  

ID number Name Genotype Background 

 NPL3Δ 
MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 

ura3Δ0 npl3Δ::KanMX BY4741 

 HTZ1Δ 
MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 

ura3Δ0 htz1Δ::KanMX BY4741 

 GBP2Δ 
MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 

ura3Δ0 gbp2Δ::KanMX BY4741 

 THO2Δ 
MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 

ura3Δ0 tho2Δ::KanMX BY4741 

 RTT103Δ 
MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 

ura3Δ0 rtt103Δ::KanMX BY4741 

 PUB1Δ 
MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 

ura3Δ0 pub1Δ::KanMX BY4741 

652 Anchor-Away 
Control 

MATα tor1-1 fpr1::loxP-LEU2-
loxP RPL13-2xFKBP12::loxP-

TRP1-loxP 
W303 

653 Nab2-AA 
MATα tor1-1 fpr1::loxP-LEU2-
loxP RPL13-2xFKBP12::loxP-
TRP1-loxP NAB2-FRB::HIS 

W303 

708 AID background 
MATa his3-Δ200  leu2-3,112  

lys2-801  trp1-1  URA3::TIR1-
9Myc 

DF5 

709 AID control 
MATa his3-Δ200  leu2-3,112  

lys2-801  trp1-1  URA3::TIR1-
9Myc  RFA1-AID*-9Myc-HphMX 

DF5 

710 PRP2-AID*-9myc 
MATa PRP2-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200  
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

711 PRP5-AID*-9myc 
MATa PRP5-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200  
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

712 PRP16-AID*-9myc 
MATa PRP16-AID*-9myc-

KanMX  URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-
Δ200  leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

713 PRP22-AID*-9myc 
MATa PRP22-AID*-9myc-

KanMX  URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-
Δ200 leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 
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714 YSH1-AID*-9myc 
MATa YSH1-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200 
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

715 NPL3-AID*-9myc 
MATa NPL3-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200 
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

716 RTT103-AID*-
9myc 

MATa RTT103-AID*-9myc-
KanMX  URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-
Δ200 leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

717 SPT5-AID*-9myc 
MATa SPT5-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200 
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

718 RAD53-AID*-
9myc 

MATa RAD53-AID*-9myc-
KanMX  URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-
Δ200 leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

719 PCF11-AID*-9myc 
MATa PCF11-AID*-9myc-

KanMX  URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-
Δ200 leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 

720 PRP3-AID*-9myc 
MATa PRP3-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200 
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

 
DF5 

721 PRP9-AID*-9myc 
MATa PRP9-AID*-9myc-KanMX  

URA3::TIR1-9myc  his3-Δ200 
leu2-3,112  lys2-801  trp1-1 

DF5 
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